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Executive Summary
In Cambodia, four decades have passed since the traumatic events of the Democratic
Kampuchea (DK) regime, however more systematic formal and non-formal attempts to
share this history with the new generation which did not live through that period are relatively
recent. Many of these efforts have coincided with the establishment of the Extraordinary
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), the hybrid tribunal set up to try the senior
leaders and those most responsible for the crimes of DK. The research conducted for this
report sought to probe the connection between the ECCC and the various education and
awareness-raising initiatives currently underway in Cambodia. More specifically, the
research sought solely Cambodian views on this topic, asking how the Tribunal’s existence
can be maximized as an educational resource, particularly now that it may be drawing to a
close.
This report argues that the ECCC has the potential to make a considerable contribution to a
broad range of education initiatives in Cambodia, and that this potential has yet to be fully
tapped. Drawing on data gathered through focus group discussions with 83 Phnom Penhbased university students and 16 policy-makers, educators, historians, and other experts,
this report disputes commonly held assumptions that Cambodian youth are uninterested in
learning about their nation’s past. During conversations about the ECCC, students identified
the potential for the Tribunal to educate their generation about the past as its biggest
potential legacy; ranking this higher than judicial, psychological, or capacity-building
legacies.
Responses gathered by this research also identify a low level of awareness among youth
concerning existing programs and opportunities available for students who are interested in
learning more about DK history. Although a range of initiatives exist in both the formal and
non-formal education sectors, students participating in this study were largely unaware of
them and often made recommendations for programs or initiatives that already existed.
Closing this gap in awareness would improve the effectiveness of existing programs and
lead to an increase in overall understanding and awareness of the events of DK.
Although the ECCC may be drawing to a close, it is not too late for it to leave a positive
legacy in the educational space. By broadening the discussion on the educational potential
of the ECCC, this report hopes to motivate educators and students alike to more actively
engage with DK history in creative and thought-provoking ways. This report concludes with a
compilation of the recommendations made by students and experts for ways to improve
youth engagement with DK history, ranging from a greater reliance on social media to
teaching more localized content.
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1. Introduction
Nearly four decades after the Khmer Rouge regime was toppled, the ECCC represents more
than an end to impunity: it is an important educational opportunity for the generation of
Cambodians who have grown up after the regime ended. Since the ECCC’s inauguration, a
broad range of formal and non-formal education initiatives have been launched to increase
young Cambodians’ understanding of their nation’s recent past. But to what extent do
Cambodians see these initiatives as effective, and how do they think they could be
improved?
The educational potential of the ECCC goes far beyond the simple act of teaching dates and
names. Through exploring this period of history, its root causes and long-term impacts, there
is the potential for broader understanding of conflict, a totalitarian past, genocide, the
treatment of minorities, gendered experiences, and how the Cambodian experience fits into
the global context. The fact that the ECCC addresses these topics both publicly and in the
Khmer language makes them immediately more accessible to the Cambodian population.1
This potential for the Tribunal to serve an educational role has been under-appreciated and
under-studied in legacy discourse around the ECCC. Similarly, the views of Cambodian
youth – which make up almost two thirds of the population2 — have largely been overlooked
in a debate that is dominated by foreign voices. There is a common assumption that
Cambodian youth are not interested in learning about the past. 3 This report aims to address
this by presenting the views of Cambodian youth about their nation’s recent past and what
they think about the legacy of the ECCC.4
Democratic Kampuchea
The events that took place in Cambodia between 17 April 1975 and 7 January 1979 have
been covered in great depth by others.5 A brief summary of this period is a useful starting
1 The

ECCC has three official working languages: Khmer, English, and French. Proceedings are simultaneously translated
into all three at all times, and documents are also to be translated into all three. See Article 26, Agreement between the
United Nations and the Royal Government of Cambodia Concerning the Prosecution Under Cambodian Law of Crimes
Committed During the Period of Democratic Kampuchea (hereinafter, UN-RGC Agreement), p. 14.
2

For the purposes of this report, ‘youth’ refers to Cambodians under 30 years old. The United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA) estimates that one in five Cambodians are aged between 15 to 24, and “almost two thirds of the population” is
under 30. See UNFPA, ‘Cambodia Youth Data Sheet 2015’ (25 February 2016), p. 1.
3

See Audrey Wilson, ‘Injecting Something New Into the Study of Cambodia ‘s Dark Past’ The Phnom Penh Post (8 July
2016), http://www.phnompenhpost.com/post-weekend/injecting-something-new-study-cambodias-dark-past, last accessed 8
December 2017; and, Seth Mydans, ‘Pain of Khmer Rouge Era Lost on Cambodian Youth’ New York Times, (7 April 2009),
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/08/world/asia/08cambo.html, last accessed 8 December 2017.
4 This

report mostly uses the term ‘legacy’ in the singular however this is not intended to reduce the multiplicity of legacies
that will no doubt be left by the ECCC after its closure, as “given different perspectives, themes and lessons learnt there will
unlikely be one legacy of the ECCC, but many.” See Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee, ‘Aims and Objectives of
the Conference’ in Hybrid Perspectives on the Legacies of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC)
Program (13-14 September 2012), p. 1.
5

See, for example, Ben Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime: Race, Power and Genocide in Cambodia Under the Khmer Rouge,
1975-1979 (United States: Yale University Press, 1996); Elizabeth Becker, When The War Was Over (New York: Public
Affairs, 1986); David Chandler, Voices from S-21: Terror and History in Pol Pot’s Secret Prison (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1999); and, Philip Short, Pol Pot: Anatomy of a Nightmare (New York: Henry Hold and Company, 2004).
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point for this report. The regime, which called itself Democratic Kampuchea, took power on
17 April 1975 after years of violent civil war waged against the United States-backed Lon Nol
regime. When the civil war ended, many Cambodians were initially relieved by the end of
violence and welcomed the little-known Khmer Rouge (KR) soldiers.6 However, this relief did
not last long. The new regime began by immediately evacuating the capital of Phnom Penh
and forcibly relocating millions of Cambodians from cities to the countryside.7 The regime
aimed to “bring about rapid socialist revolution” and targeted former city-dwellers and those
connected with the former Lon Nol regime.8 For most Cambodians, the ensuing period
comprised forced labor, communal living, and the dismantling of money, markets, and
private property. The DK regime was ultimately defeated on 7 January 1979 when
Vietnamese troops, who were working with Khmer Rouge defectors, took control of Phnom
Penh.9 Scholars are divided on how many people died from starvation, exhaustion, and
execution during the DK period, however estimates range between 1.7 to 2.2 million
Cambodians; almost one quarter of the population at the time.10
The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
After years of negotiations between the United Nations (UN) and RGC, the ECCC Law and
UN-RGC Agreement entered into force in April 2005 and court staff began to take up their
positions in February 2006.11 Public hearings in Case 001 – against Kaing Guek Eav, alias
Duch – began in 2009.12 The ECCC is a hybrid tribunal comprising Cambodian and
international staff, lawyers, and judges, and it has a mandate to try only “senior leaders of
Democratic Kampuchea and those who were most responsible” for crimes alleged to have
taken place between 17 April 1975 and 6 January 1979.13 To date, the Tribunal has
convicted three men of crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva
Conventions, and murder, torture, and religious persecution in violation of the 1956

6

François Ponchaud, Cambodia: Year Zero, (New York: Hold, Rinehart and Winston, 1978), p. 5, and Sebastian Strangio,
Hun Sen’s Cambodia (Chiang Mai: Silkworm Books, 2014), pp. 14-20.
7

For more about the evacuation of Phnom Penh and other cities, see Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime, pp. 39-51. Two forced
population movements formed part of the charges against Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan in Case 002/01, for which they
were sentenced to life imprisonment in August 2014, upheld on appeal in November 2017.
8

Office of the Co-Investigating Judges, Case 002 Closing Order (15 September 2010), D427.

9

Fighting continued after 7 January and some parts of the country continued to be controlled by the Khmer Rouge until UNsponsored elections in 1993. For more on the fall of Phnom Penh on 7 January 1979 see: Nayan Chanda, Brother Enemy:
The War After The War (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1986), pp. 370-372.
10

Ewa Tabeau and They Kheam, ‘Demographic Expert Report: Khmer Rouge Victims in Cambodia, April 1975-January
1979. A Critical Assessment of Major Estimates’ (30 September 2010), D140/1/1, p. 19.
11

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, ‘Timeline of Key Events’ https://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/keyevents, and
Steve Heder, A Review of the Negotiations Leading to the Establishment of the Personal Jurisdiction of the Extraordinary
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (London: School of Oriental and African Studies: 1 August 2011).
12 An

initial, procedural hearing was held in Case 001 in February 2009 and evidentiary hearings ran from April to
September 2009. Weekly reports covering Case 001 are available at https://krtmonitor.org/category/reports-2/case-001reports/.
13

‘Law on the Establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia for the Prosecution of Crimes
Committed During the Period of Democratic Kampuchea’] (27 October 2004), p. 1 [hereinafter ECCC Law].
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Cambodian Criminal Code.14 Two of those three men – Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan —
remain on trial for other crimes, including genocide of ethnic and religious minorities and the
regulation of marriage.15 The trial judgment in this case is expected to be handed down in
mid-2018, after which Parties may appeal.16 Four more people have been charged with
crimes committed during DK – Meas Muth, Im Chaem, Yim Tith, and Ao An – and pre-trial
motions continue to be heard. However, it remains unclear whether any of these cases will
go forth, and statements from the RGC have consistently dismissed the possibility.17 Should
this be the case, proceedings at the ECCC may end with the final appeal judgment in Case
002/02, projected to be released in early 2020.18
Conceptualizing the Legacy of Hybrid Tribunals
Hybrid tribunals are so called because of their mix of domestic and international staff and
often their use of both domestic and international law.19 They were first created in the early
2000s as a more cost-effective alternative to other ad hoc tribunals such as the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY). Discussions of the potential legacies of hybrid tribunals have been a
recurrent theme in early assessments of their impact. The UN Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) defines the legacy of hybrid tribunals as
providing, “Lasting impact on bolstering the rule of law in a particular society, by conducting
effective trials to contribute to ending impunity, while also strengthening domestic judicial
capacity.”20 OHCHR identifies three specific types of legacy: human resources and
professional development; physical infrastructure or materials; and, law reform and the

14

Kaing Guek Eav, alias Duch, was convicted in Case 001 in July 2010, and his conviction was upheld on appeal in
February 2012: see Trial Chamber, ‘Case 001 Judgment’ (26 July 2010), E188, and Supreme Court Chamber, ‘Case 001
Appeal Judgment’ (3 February 2012), F28. Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan were convicted in August 2014 and upheld on
appeal in November 2016: see Trial Chamber, ‘Case 002/01 Judgment’ (7 August 2014), E313, and Supreme Court
Chamber, 'Case 002/01 Appeal Judgment‘ (23 November 2016), F36.
15

Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan were originally two of four people charged in Case 002. The other two were married
couple Ieng Sary and Ieng Thirith. Prior to hearing opening statements, Ieng Thirith was declared unfit to stand trial due to
advanced dementia, see: Trial Chamber, ‘Decision on IENG Thirith’s Fitness to Stand Trial’ (17 November 2011), E138).
Ieng Thirith passed away on 22 August 2015, which brought proceedings against her to a close. See Trial Chamber.
‘Termination of Proceedings Against Ieng Thirith’ (27 August 2015), E359/1. Ieng Sary passed away on 14 March 2013,
prior to the completion of Case 002/01, see: Trial Chamber, ‘Termination of Proceedings Against the Accused Ieng Sary’ (14
March 2013), E270/1.
16

See Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, ‘Completion Plan, Rev. 14’ (30 September 2017), p. 13
[hereinafter ECCC Completion Plan].
17

See Andrew Nachemson and Erin Handley, ‘Staying Khmer Rouge Tribunal Cases Mulled’ Phnom Penh Post, 8 May
2017 http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/staying-khmer-rouge-tribunal-cases-mulled, last accessed 24 November 2017
and Human Rights Watch, ‘Cambodia: Judges Investigating Khmer Rouge Crimes Should Resign’ (3 October 2011), https://
www.hrw.org/news/2011/10/03/cambodia-judges-investigating-khmer-rouge-crimes-should-resign, last accessed 8
December 2017.
18

ECCC Completion Plan, p. 13.

19

‘Hybrid’ tribunals have also been called ‘internationalized’ tribunals or ‘third generation’ international criminal tribunals.
Other examples of such tribunals are the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the Serious Crimes Panels in the District Court
of Dili in East Timor. See Mathias Holvoet and Paul de Hert, ‘International Criminal Law as Global Law: An Assessment of
the Hybrid Tribunals’ Tilburg Law Review, vol. 17 (2012), pp. 228.
20

UNOHCHR, ‘Rule-of-Law Tools for Post-Conflict States: Maximizing the Legacy of Hybrid Courts’ HR/PUB/08/2, New
York and Geneva, 2008, p. 4.
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promotion of rule of law.21 The international non-governmental organization (NGO), the
International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ), similarly defines legacy in legal terms: “A
hybrid or international court’s lasting impact, most notably on bolstering the rule of law in a
particular society by conducting effective trials while also strengthening domestic capacity to
do so.” 22
These two commonly-cited, legally-oriented definitions of legacy overlook broader societal
legacies. While certainly not dismissing the value of legal legacies, this report is interested in
the wider societal legacy of the ECCC, particularly in terms of educational impact on the
younger generation. As the ECCC is located in the country in which atrocities took place,
and its proceedings are held in the local language, its societal impact theoretically has
greater potential than those tribunals located in foreign countries. Further, the four decades
that have passed since the crimes being tried at the ECCC make it uniquely positioned as a
potential source of information and education for the country’s overwhelmingly young
population.
Conceptualizing the Legacy of the ECCC
Observers have long acknowledged the need to plan for the legacy of the ECCC.23 However,
as noted above, there are multiple interpretations of ‘legacy’. Importantly for the Cambodian
context, there is no direct translation of the term ‘legacy’ in the Khmer language, raising
questions of whether actors who have been working on this topic were in fact working
towards the same goals. The commonly used term ke damnael24 is generally taken to have
a positive connotation referring to things passed down between generations, whereas
another common translation, morodok,25 is more closely associated with the deceased. Even
in French, the ECCC’s other working language, the translation is not exact. 26
ECCC actors and others working in civil society have held irregular discussions on legacy.
As Viviane Dittrich notes:
There was an early impetus to pursue legacy at the ECCC, which
however got caught up in a political tussle about ownership of the
narrative of legacy, and meaning making and funding, and eventually
was largely abandoned as a result.27
21

Ibid, pp. 23-39.

22

Caitlin Reiger, ‘Where to from Here for International Tribunals? Considering Legacy and Residual Issues’ International
Center for Transitional Justice Briefing (September 2009), p. 1.
23

Laura McGrew, ‘The Legacy of the Khmer Rouge Tribunal Needs to be Planned’ Phnom Penh Post, (25 August 2006),
available at: http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/legacy-khmer-rouge-trials-needs-be-planned, last accessed 24
November 2017.
24 This

is written in Khmer script as "eករដ%æណល." The Chuon Nath Khmer Dictionary explains that ‘Damnael’ means a

spot, place, or any object that is already used by someone, while ‘Ke’ can mean an ancestor's or parent's property.
25 This

is written in Khmer script as "មរតក."

26 The

most common translation in French is l’héritage. La contribution and l’apport are also sometimes used but mostly
refer to positive legacies.
27 Viviane

Dittrich, ‘The Legacy of the ECCC’ in S. Meisenberg and I. Stegmiller (eds.), The Extraordinary Chambers in the
Courts of Cambodia, International Criminal Justice Series 6, 2016, TMC Asser Press.
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Until recently UNOHCHR co-organized panels on the legacy of the ECCC, inviting a range
of civil society, tribunal, government, and legal actors to discuss the impact and potential
impact of the ECCC, to “strengthen the work of the ECCC in the domestic justice sector.”28
The Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee (CHRAC) and the ECCC held a joint
conference on ‘Hybrid Perspectives of Legacies of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts
of Cambodia’ in September 2012, at which 60 national and international speakers spoke to
200 participants across four panel discussions and six working groups.29 The CHRAC/ECCC
Conference resulted in 39 recommendations on how to better ensure a positive legacy in a
number of key areas: jurisprudence, Civil Party engagement, trial monitoring, outreach and
archiving, witness support, and access to justice for women.30 Although OHCHR continues
to employ an ECCC Legacy Officer, legacy panels are held less regularly. If Case 002/02
does prove to be the final case heard at the ECCC, this may revitalize the legacy debate
among interested parties as they reflect on the lifespan of the Tribunal.
Overview of This Report
Therefore, at this critical time in the ECCC’s history, discussions of legacy remain as
pertinent as ever. As the ICTJ notes, “The closure of the tribunals will not diminish the
importance of continued outreach on the historical record that these tribunals have
produced.” 31 This report argues that it is not too late to build a positive legacy of the ECCC
when it comes to learning from and about the past and the multitude of societal benefits that
that entails.
This report will begin by providing a short overview of the educational system in Cambodia
from its time as a French protectorate until today, showing that, while the DK period did have
an intensely negative impact on the educational system, it was by no means the only
disruption. The second part of this report presents the views of 83 young Cambodians and
16 practitioners and experts in the field of education and the DK period. Through focus
group discussions with Phnom Penh-based university students, the authors were able to
gain a glimpse into the views held by some young people about the ECCC, Khmer Rouge
history, and the challenges they have faced in learning more about it. The third section of
this report explores the different formal and non-formal education initiatives currently
underway in Cambodia and the areas where practitioners and students see room for
improvement. By comparing and contrasting the views of students with academic
professionals and policy-makers, a clearer snapshot of the challenges and successes that
exist in this field emerges. At the end of the report, the authors have compiled key
observations and recommendations put forward by both students and experts for how to
better maximize the impact of the ECCC across different sectors of society, in teaching
Cambodian youth about their nation’s recent history.
28

UNOHCHR, ‘Promoting the Legacy of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia’ http://
cambodia.ohchr.org/en/news/promoting-legacy-extraordinary-chambers-courts-cambodia?items_per_page=10&page=18,
last accessed 24 November 2017.
29

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, ‘Press Release: Conclusion of Conference on Hybrid Perspectives on
the legacies of Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia’ (14 September 2012). A follow up workshop,
‘Implementation of the ECCC Legacies for Domestic Legal and Judicial Reform’, was held the following year on 12 March
2013, co-organized by CHRAC and the Bar Association of the Kingdom of Cambodia (BAKC), financially supported by
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. See footnote 22, supra.
30

CHRAC, pp. 46-52.

31

Reiger, p. 5.
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2. Methodology and Limitations
The research conducted for this report used a combination of literature review, focus group
discussions, and individual interviews to gather information on how young Cambodians
engage with the past and what impact the ECCC has had on their understanding of history.
In order to fill a gap in the literature, which often fails to consult with Cambodians about
these topics, only Cambodians were interviewed during the research phase. Although many
foreigners are knowledgeable on this topic, the authors of this report felt that these views
were sufficiently represented in the contemporary debates and did not need further
consultation at this time.
Between July and September 2017, eight focus group discussions were conducted in Khmer
language at four different universities in Phnom Penh.32 Prior to running these eight
discussions, interviewers tested the questions with other students to ensure they were easy
to understand. The focus group discussions were facilitated by one male and one female
Cambodian consultant of the WSD Handa Center for Human Rights and International
Justice at Stanford University (Handa Center), who had each been trained in the running of
focus group discussions. The study gathered students from a mix of faculties within the
humanities, law, social sciences, and professions in order to collect a range of opinions. At
no time were teachers present during the focus group discussions. The sessions were
transcribed live with the assistance of simultaneous translation from Khmer to English.
These transcripts were later checked and confirmed with the audio recordings from the
discussions.
A total of 83 university students between the ages of 18 and 30 participated in the focus
groups; 39% male and 61% female. 54% of participants were law students, 23% media
students, 12% English majors, and 11% business students (comprising both accounting and
management majors).33 Students volunteered to participate in the groups after information
about the research was circulated by their university professors.
During the discussions, a short activity invited students to write down their responses to the
question, “What are the legacies of the ECCC?”. Students were not given specific answers
to chose from, but were instead encouraged to come up with their own responses. This
activity took place after some initial discussion about what the group knew about the ECCC.
The written responses then formed the basis of the ensuing conversation on legacy. This
was not a compulsory activity, and a total of 65 written responses were received out of the
total 84 student participants. Of the 65 who chose to give written responses, 62% were
female, 15% had undertaken an internship at the ECCC, and 58% were law students.34
These answers were then analyzed based on keywords to compile a list of most commonly
identified legacies.

32 The

groups contained an average of 10 students, and ranged in size from 7 to 14 students, depending on availability. The
four universities that participated in this study were the Royal University of Law and Economics (RULE), National
University of Management (NUM), Department of Media and Communications (DMC) at the Royal University of Phnom
Penh (RUPP), and Western University.
33

Of the 83 students, 45 studied law, 19 studied media, 10 studied English and 9 studied accounting or management. 32
were male and 51 female.
34

Other than law students, 14% were English students, 14% were media students, and 14% were studying business.
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In tandem with the focus group discussions with students, authors of this report also
approached Cambodian experts and policy-makers in the field of education, history, and the
justice sector, to discuss the implementation of their projects and their perspectives on the
ECCC’s legacy. Between August and October 2017, interviews were held with 16 such
individuals.35 The purpose of the individual interviews was to collect more detailed
information from practitioners in the field of education. In total, seven members of civil
society working in education or Khmer Rouge history, five government actors, and four
university educators were interviewed. 36 The interviewees were given the choice to speak in
either Khmer or English, and interviews were conducted by native speakers of either
language.
Due to budget and time constraints, the scope of this report is small, and it is not intended to
be representative of the views of all Cambodian educators or all Cambodian students. The
participating students represent a small sample from those with the means to pursue higher
education in their country’s capital. Furthermore, by self-selecting to participate in the
research, students indicated a prior interest in the subject matter. Nonetheless, this report
aims to make a contribution to an under-studied aspect of the ECCC’s legacy by bringing
more Cambodian voices into the debate and serving as an entry point to understanding
more about the broader societal impact of the ECCC, particularly among young people.
This report was financially supported by the British Embassy in Phnom Penh. The authors of
this report are affiliated with the East-West Center and the Handa Center (formerly known as
the Asian International Justice Initiative, or AIJI), which has conducted trial monitoring at the
ECCC since the beginning of Case 001, and has produced television outreach series which
aimed to spread information about the trials across the country.37 During the research
process, facilitators of focus group discussions made it clear to participants that they were
not employed by or otherwise related to the ECCC, UN, or RGC. No questions were asked
about the reports or films previously produced by the Handa Center.

35 A roundtable

discussion was also held with 15 key education experts in July 2017, at which participants shared
information on their work and ideas for the future. Again, the roundtable was held in Khmer with live-translation allowing
for transcription into English. Six of the 16 interviewees also attended the roundtable. Four of the 16 interviewees were from
organizations represented at the roundtable but did not attend personally, and a further six interviewees did not attend the
roundtable.
36

For this report the primary Khmer-language translation used for ‘legacy’ was Ke Domnael, however knowing that this
tends to connote a positive interpretation of legacy, efforts were made to stress that the legacy could also be negative.
Morodok was also used if people asked for clarification.
37 The

videos and reports can all be viewed at the Handa Center’s trial monitoring website: www.krtmonitor.org. For more
information on AIJI’s outreach work, see Christoph Sperfeldt, ‘Broadcasting Justice: Media Outreach at the Khmer Rouge
Trials’ Asia Pacific Issues, no. 115 (November 2015).
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3. Brief History of Education in Cambodia
Although some casual observers of development in Cambodia blame the majority of the
country’s contemporary ills on the DK regime, closer examination reveals that this is overly
reductionist. The DK period was preceded by years of civil war which also dramatically
affected the provision of public services including education. Indeed, what David Ayres terms
‘the crisis of education’ in Cambodia existed as far back as the French period. 38 This is not to
say that the DK period was not harmful, but that it was not the only historical obstacle to a
strong Cambodian education system. Indeed, the Inter-Agency Network for Education in
Emergencies highlights, “Striking similarities in [each regime’s] approaches to governance
and more specifically to education.” 39 In order to contextualize the observations made in this
report, what follows is a brief overview of Cambodian education and particularly history
education since 1863.
French Period (1863-1953)
Cambodia was a French protectorate from 1863 to 1953. Prior to that, education had been
largely carried out in Buddhist pagodas, but the French began to dismantle that system,
preferring instead to develop an educational system that would provide French-speaking civil
servants to support its administration.40 This educational structure would remain in place for
decades despite its limited utility in the Cambodian context, where the vast majority of the
population worked in agriculture. No universities existed in the country during this period,
and by 1954, only 144 people had graduated high school.41
Sangkum Reastr Niyum (1953-1970)
After independence in 1953, the Prince Norodom Sihanouk-led regime known as the
Sangkum Reastr Niyum committed 20 percent of its budget to building a strong educational
system, seeking to encourage “Khmer character” in opposition to colonial ideals.42
Improvements to the education system were rapidly clear. According to scholar Ben Kiernan,
“The number of high schools rose from 8 in 1953 to 200 by 1967… Nearly all Khmers now
had the opportunity of achieving basic literacy and the country produced over one million
educated youth.”43 By 1969, more than 11,000 Cambodians were attending universities,
however there was a lack of corresponding jobs available to those with higher education.44
Further, the changes undertaken at this time did not seek to reform the overall educational
system, which remained modeled on the French system producing civil servants, and
38

David Ayres, Anatomy of a Crisis: Education, Development and the State in Cambodia 1953-1998 (Chiang Mai:
Silkworm Books, 1993).
39

‘Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies, ‘Education and Fragility in Cambodia’ (Paris: International
Institute for Educational Planning, 2011) [hereinafter, Education and Fragility], p. 21.
40 Ayres,
41

Anatomy of a Crisis.

Ben Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime, p. 6.

42 This

included a drive to translate texts from French to Khmer. Thomas Clayton, ‘Reorientations in Moral Education in
Cambodia since 1975’ Journal of Moral Education, vol. 34, no. 4, Dec 2005, p. 506.
43

Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime, p. 6.

44

Chandler, The Tragedy of Cambodian History, p. 123.
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overlooking important agricultural and technical skills. 45 The disaffection and frustration felt
by graduating students who could not find employment was one factor that led to the coming
unrest.
Khmer Republic (1970-1975)
In 1970, Prince Norodom Sihanouk was deposed by General Lon Nol in a US-backed coup,
which led to a period of protracted instability and civil war. The war and US bombing
campaign took priority over other government services of the new Khmer Republic.46 This
period has been described as a “complete breakdown of the education system…[and] the
disruption of schooling for hundreds of thousands of students,” as well as witnessing
increasing teacher strikes and student demonstrations.47 As Lon Nol increasingly lost control
of the country, Cambodians joined the growing communist insurgency and were taught
revolutionary ideology. In one surviving document from 1973, former primary school
inspector Ith Sarin summarizes the main topics covered by ‘revolutionary education’ at that
time: “[R]evolutionary discipline, the national revolution, social classes in Cambodian
society…revolutionary hate…collectivism, criticism, self-criticism, etc.”48 Lon Nol resigned
and fled the country before communist Khmer Rouge troops took control of Phnom Penh on
17 April 1975.49
Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979)
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) estimates
that 80% of Cambodia’s teachers died during the 1970s, encompassing both the Khmer
Republic and DK period.50 While many top DK leaders were educated in France or Thailand,
they did not prioritize education as part of their revolution. Instead, the period was
characterized by “purposeful neglect” of education, which had serious long-term impacts.51
Although it is often believed that Khmer Rouge forces intentionally destroyed school
buildings and textbooks, Ayres and Locard have each argued that a more reasonable
interpretation is that the Khmer Rouge simply abandoned these things, or co-opted them for
other purposes.52 What little education children did receive at this time was very basic and
largely politically motivated, with a focus on manual labor skills, after the slogan, “The hoe is

45

Frederick J. Hollister, ‘Education in Cambodia’ The Clearing House, vol. 33, no. 4 (December 1958), pp. 209-212.

46

Ben Kiernan describes the US bombing campaign as “probably the most important single factor in Pol Pot’s rise.”
Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime, p. 16. For more on the Lon Nol period, see Ayres, p. 89-93.
47

Ibid, p. 23.

48

Sarin Ith, Nine Months with the Maquis, translation from the French by US Embassy Phnom Penh, May 1973, (Phnom
Penh, 7 May 1973).
49

Kiernan, pp. 31-34.

50

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, ‘UNESCO National Education Support Strategy
(UNESS): Cambodia 2010-2013’ (Phnom Penh: UNESCO Education Unit, May 2011), p. 25.
51

‘Education and Fragility’, p. 24

52

See Ayres, pp. 126-129, and Henri Locard, ‘Draft Report on Higher Education in Cambodia, Phnom Penh – Canberra,
July-August 1995’ UNESCO Report.
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your pen; the rice field is your paper. If you wish to get a baccalaureate you have to get it at
dams and canals.”53
People’s Republic of Kampuchea, State of Cambodia and UNTAC (1979-1993)
The Vietnamese military took control of Phnom Penh on 7 January 1979, installing a new
Cambodian government under the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK). 54 In the
immediate aftermath of the DK regime, the country struggled to rebuild with very limited
international support. 55 Education was a priority for the Vietnamese-backed PRK
government, not least because, “The PRK realized far better than the DK that public
education has political benefits.”56 The Education Ministry was one of the first to reopen, and
by 24 September 1979, it announced that it had reopened all Phnom Penh schools that had
existed pre-DK. 57 Lessons focused the blame for the atrocities committed during DK on the
‘Pol Pot-Ieng Sary clique’ as schools tried to rebuild confidence in socialism after the
devastation of the DK regime’s politics.58 Another tool aiming to achieve this was the annual
‘Day of Anger’ (Tivea Chang Kamhoeung)59 public holiday which began in 1983 and was
used to direct anger at the senior leadership of the Khmer Rouge. Vietnam withdrew from
Cambodia in 1989 and elections, supervised by the United Nations Transitional Authority in
Cambodia (UNTAC), were held in 1993.
The Kingdom of Cambodia (1993 to present)
Following the elections, the new government removed the history of DK from official
textbooks and the annual Day of Anger was suspended, arguing that such changes would
encourage peace and stability. 60 As Un and Ledgerwood have said, “This political
compromise shielded a whole generation of Cambodians from learning about the Khmer
Rouge crimes.”61 After the 1993 elections, the international community increasingly began

53

Khamboly Dy, ‘Teaching Genocide in Cambodia: Challenges, Analyses and Recommendations’ Human Rights Education
in Asian Schools, (DC-Cam: Phnom Penh, 2008), p. 130.
54 They

did not manage to gain control of the whole country, however, and parts remained under Khmer Rouge control for
years and conflict was ongoing. Those living in KR-controlled areas had a very different experience during this period than
those in PRK-controlled areas.
55

Margaret Slocomb, The People’s Republic of Kampuchea 1979-1989: The Revolution After Pol Pot (Chiang Mai:
Silkworm Books, 2003).
56

Ibid, p. 168.

57 Tom

Fawthrop and Helen Jarvis, Getting Away with Genocide? Elusive Justice and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal (London:
Pluto Press, 2004), p. 17.
58
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ប/uល ពត), which can be at least partly attributed to the PRK education system. See Rebecca Gidley, ‘The Political
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Issues No. 95, June 2010, p. 3.
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funding NGOs working in Cambodia, many focusing on education.62 However, education
about the DK period was not prioritized at this time. In 1998, in the midst of high-level Khmer
Rouge defections and the final demise of the Khmer Rouge as a political force, Prime
Minister Hun Sen famously said, ''We should dig a hole and bury the past and look ahead to
the 21st Century with a clean slate.” 63 In 2001, some steps were taken to reintroduce the DK
period into formal history curricula, but this was limited to two sentences in a textbook. 64 It
was not until 2007 that a full Khmer-language textbook on the DK period was produced, and
parts of it were included into the official high-school curriculum (see Section 5.A below).65
In 2005 Burçu Münyas conducted field research with approximately 200 Cambodian young
people and concluded that:
In the absence of adequate education on the history of the Khmer Rouge
period, the prevalent exposure to the horrors of the genocide at homes,
schools, museums and memorials has worked to produce fear, anger,
disbelief or denial in many Cambodian youth.66

The recommendations contained in Münyas’ report include providing genocide and peace
education, creating civic spaces for youth dialogue, translating foreign works on genocide
into Khmer, and transforming Tuol Sleng into an educational museum.67 All of these have
been addressed in some form or another in the twelve years since Münyas conducted her
research. Indeed, the landscape looks very different today than it did ten years ago. This in
part can be attributed to the public trials taking place at the ECCC renewing dialogue and
debate about the Khmer Rouge era.

62

Indicative of the number of NGOs working at this time, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS) data shows
that, in 2004, 223 education projects were being supported by 113 different organizations, with the cost over the 2003 to
2008 five-year period estimated at USD $225 million. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, ‘Expanded Basic Education
Programme (EBEP) (Phase II) 2006-2010’ Submitted to Sida (October 2005) Phnom Penh, p. 19.
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November 2017.
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4. The ECCC Through Cambodian Eyes
Leveraging criminal trials to enhance educational initiatives is not a new concept. In 2006,
Cole and Barsalou recommended engagement in court proceedings as a means of starting
historical dialogue due to the “inherently dramatic” proceedings of courtrooms.68 Similarly,
Un and Ledgerwood, reflecting on the end of Case 001 in 2010, identified the most likely
legacy of the ECCC as its ability to teach the history of DK to the Cambodian public, saying
“It is not just that the trial teaches history, but that it generates interest in people to learn
more.”69
However, due to the ECCC’s location some 15 kilometers from the center of Phnom Penh, it
is somewhat isolated from wider Cambodian society. For the more than two million residents
of the capital, it is both physically and figuratively out of sight, out of mind. For Cambodians
who do not live in the capital, it is even more of an abstraction. Spreading knowledge about
what is happening at the Tribunal among the Cambodian population has been one of the
chief challenges facing the Public Affairs Section (PAS) and the rest of the ECCC since the
Tribunal’s inception.
In addition to challenges physically accessing the ECCC, other difficulties exist in
maximizing its potential as an educational tool. Ciorciari and Ly identify a number of
obstacles to the ECCC having a strong educational impact, including the difficulty of
explaining complex legal issues to the public, the limited scope of charges and small number
of defendants, and the lack of mandate to explore the “complex domestic and international
forces that helped bring the Khmer Rouge to power or prolonged conflict in the country after
1979.”70
Cognizant of those limitations, the ECCC nevertheless represents a significant source of
public information in Khmer that was not previously publicly available. If properly tapped into,
the Tribunal certainly has the potential to form the starting point for broader research
projects, debates, and analysis among students, researchers, academics, and the public at
large. What follows first is a brief overview of existing literature on Cambodian perspectives
of the ECCC, and existing public outreach initiatives. The second section then presents the
main findings of this study’s empirical research.

A. Background
Discussions on the ECCC’s legacy often sideline Cambodian perspectives in favor of
international and legal viewpoints. However, some work has sought to present Cambodian
views of the ECCC. The Human Rights Studies Center at the University of California,
Berkeley conducted population-based surveys in 2008 and 2010 aiming to assess the

68

Elizabeth Cole and Judy Barsalou, ‘Unite or Divide? The Challenges of Teaching History in Societies Emerging from
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Trial: The Khmer Rouge Accountability Process (Phnom Penh: DC-Cam, 2009), p. 321.
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Cambodian view of the ECCC before and after the first trial took place at the ECCC.71
Participants were asked to rate their level of knowledge about the Khmer Rouge regime,
how often they spoke about the regime, and to what extent they wanted to learn more about
the past. Between 2008 and 2010, both the level of interest in and knowledge about the
Tribunal and the DK regime increased.72 57% of respondents in 2010 stated they knew more
about the Khmer Rouge regime after Case 001.73 This finding indicates some positive
correlation between knowledge about the past and the conclusion of the first trial at the
ECCC.
In 2008, 85% of those who did not live under the Khmer Rouge expressed a desire to learn
more about that period, compared with 74% of those who did live under the regime.74 This
higher level of interest among young people in learning about the past is supported by a
2012 study on memory initiatives in Cambodia, which found that young people were more
interested in projects that educated them about the past, while the older generation
preferred projects with a healing or memorialization focus.75
Further research conducted in 2013 and 2014 by the Open Society Justice Initiative (OSJI)
found that, while many acknowledged faults exist in the ECCC process, all but six of 109
total respondents considered the ECCC “a positive force in Cambodian society.”76 The
survey found that most interviewees wanted Case 002/02 to continue, although most also
admitted to being less interested in court proceedings as time progressed.77 These three
studies indicate an interest among Cambodians in learning more about the past, and a
generally positive view of the Tribunal, even if levels of knowledge remain rather low.
Media Coverage and Impact
Media coverage has been critically important to enhance public awareness of ECCC
proceedings in Cambodia. As shown above, when public hearings began in 2009,
knowledge of the Tribunal initially began to rise. Tellingly, 72% of those surveyed in 2010
who knew about the Tribunal said their main source of knowledge was television.78 The
weekly television show, ‘Duch on Trial’, which summarized proceedings in Case 001, was
estimated to be watched by approximately three million Cambodians each week, or about a
71
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fifth of the population.79 However, television coverage has waned since the end of Case 001
to the point that it is now negligible.80 Follow-up programming, ‘Facing Justice’, went off the
air in February 2015 during the fourth week of Case 002/02 proceedings. 81 Ly Ratana’s 2016
survey of 58 ECCC actors, employees and donors found that, “Almost half…were
dissatisfied with or indifferent to the broadcast techniques of ECCC proceedings.”82
ECCC-Led Outreach
While no dedicated outreach unit exists at the ECCC, public visits to the ECCC are
coordinated by the Tribunal’s Public Affairs Section (PAS).83 The section’s work on regular
public visits has ensured that record numbers of Cambodians have seen the trials,
compared to other tribunals. These visits are generally coupled with trips to other memorial
sites in Phnom Penh, such as Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum or Choeung Ek. In addition to
public visits, PAS also arranges for its staff to visit schools and hold public information
sessions nationwide. ECCC spokesperson Neth Pheaktra estimates nearly 400,000 people
had either visited the Tribunal or participated in a public lecture to date. 84 PAS has also
produced stickers, flyers, and an information booklet entitled ‘An Introduction to the Khmer
Rouge Trials’ which has been updated seven times since it was first published.85 While
reaching many people, the ability of this form of outreach to stimulate a deeper debate about
key historical issues is limited. Further, budgetary restraints mean that PAS staff do not have
the capacity to reach all Cambodians with their public lectures. In this context, it was
important that numerous NGO-led outreach initiatives complemented ECCC outreach and
continue to do so.86

B. Study Findings
Despite some early promise as a result of relatively high numbers of people attending
proceedings in the courtroom or watching television reporting, media coverage and public
interest is presently on the decline. It is not too late to address this declining interest and
bolster efforts to incorporate lessons from the ECCC in different types of education. What
follows is a presentation of findings from our study, which reached 83 university students
and 16 policy-makers, ECCC experts, and education practitioners.
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Youth Sources of Knowledge about the Past
Among some groups in Cambodia, there is a level of skepticism or doubt about the events of
the past. For a variety of reasons, some young people continue to believe the events they
hear about are too terrible to be true.87 As Chea Savon, the Director of the Legal
Documentation Center of the ECCC (LDC), summarized:
The evidence lets [the population] know this regime killed around two
million people. I suppose that if they don’t see this, they would not believe
us. Even me, if I did not work here, I would not believe it too. How can one
be a human and kill other people?88

We asked students about their main sources of information about both DK history and the
ECCC (see Table 1). In general, students with whom we spoke had a low level of knowledge
about the ECCC. Of those participating in our focus group discussions, 22 of 49 responses
identified television as their main source of knowledge of the ECCC, which supports the
earlier finding made by the Berkeley Human Rights Studies Center.89 The next most
commonly utilized sources were high school (five responses) and radio (five responses).
Table 1: Sources of knowledge of DK and the ECCC volunteered by focus
group participants.90
Sources of knowledge about DK
period

Sources of knowledge about the
ECCC

Family

19

Television

22

High School

15

High School

5

University

12

Radio

5

Television

6

University

4

Books

5

Visiting the ECCC

4

Online sources/social media

4

Online sources/social media

3

Radio

2

Books

3

Primary school

1

Memorial site visit

2

Visiting the ECCC

1

Family

1

87
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If young people do not believe in the history they are taught, the possibility of them falling
into the same pitfalls as previous generations is higher. One respondent in a focus group
credited the testimony of witnesses at the ECCC as proving to them the truth of what had
happened in the past:
Some people say that such things did not happen in the way they told.
But with the testimonies, I know that it’s no longer one-sided, and I
can evaluate the facts and see what is true.91

These students’ responses confirm the value of eye-witness testimony as a validating source
of information, and one that can complement other sources to create a more holistic picture
of the past.
Youth Interest in the ECCC
As demonstrated in the literature summarized above, there is evidence showing that young
people are interested in learning more about what happened during DK. During focus group
discussions, students’ knowledge about the Tribunal was generally limited to basic facts,
such as the identity of the defendants or the ECCC’s hybrid structure.92 Those in the focus
group discussions who volunteered that they had visited the ECCC overwhelmingly
described the experiences as beneficial. Here are some examples:

“I think student attendance is better than reading. When I see, I remember more easily.
There are books about testimonies, but how many Cambodians read those books?”
- Female law student, NUM, 18 July 2017
“It help[ed] me to know what happened [under] the Khmer Rouge. If we learn through

the book, it is not deep. This is the kind of evidence that shows the regime really
existed.”
- Female media student, DMC, 14 September 2017
“My experience [of] when I [went] there is that I see there is a difference between what
is studied in the book and the lecture and the reality of the court. So, listening and
reading is not enough.”
- Female law student, NUM, 18 July 2017

Many students also asked questions when given the opportunity at the end of the
focus group discussions, demonstrating a desire to learn more either about the
ECCC process, the DK period, or both. The most common questions were: ‘What is
the benefit of the ECCC?’, ‘Why does the process take a long time?’, and, ‘Why
does the Court only prosecute senior leaders?’

91

Female law student, RULE, 19 July 2017.

92 The

Human Rights Center at Berkeley found in 2010 that 67% of those surveyed described the Tribunal as a hybrid court,
11% could say how many had been arrested and 11% could correctly name those who had been arrested. The study found
there was a distinct gap in knowledge between those who lived under the regime and those who didn’t (3% of those who
didn’t live under the regime knew the names of those arrested compared to 14% of those who did live through the regime.
See Pham et al., 2011, p. 3.
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Table 2: Questions asked by students during focus group discussions
Questions asked about the ECCC or the Accused

Number of people
who asked

What is the benefit of the ECCC?

3

Why does the process take a long time?

3

Why does the Court only prosecute senior leaders?

3

Can the Tribunal find justice?

2

When will the Tribunal finish?

2

Why are the Accused not being tried at the ICC?

1

Did the Accused really commit the crimes?

1

How can we try crimes from so long ago?

1

Can you explain more about the ECCC procedure?

1

Does the Court have a website?

1

Is the ECCC independent?

1

Who funds the ECCC?

1

Why is there no death penalty at the ECCC?

1

Why did they kill?

1

Why don’t the Accused respond with ‘real’ answers?

1

Focus group discussions also revealed a general lack of awareness on the part of students
as to where they can access further information about ongoing or past trials. One student’s
response was representative of many: “To me, [the problem is] the lack of information about
it. I want to go to the ECCC, and the problem is that I don’t know the date [of] the trial.”93
Indeed, despite the evident curiosity of students, no one participating in this research
reported having visited the Court independently. The Tribunal’s distance from the city center
and the logistical difficulties in accessing it could well be a factor here.94 Rather than
encouraging spontaneous visitation, PAS arranges free transportation to the Tribunal for
groups of community members, and high school and university students. ECCC
spokesperson Neth Pheaktra estimated he had reached approximately 100,000 students
through his office’s visits to the countryside. He estimated that 390,000 Cambodians have

93

Male law student, RULE, 19 July 2017.
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2010 Berkeley Human Rights Center study found that 86% of respondents agreed that “going to Court is too
expensive.” Pham et al., (2011), p. 30.
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been brought to visit the Court, and that approximately half of that number were youth who
did not live through the DK regime.95
Educators did not seem optimistic about the potential to engage students with the ECCC
process, although some recognized that students from specific disciplines may be more
interested than others. Hor Peng, rector of the National University of Management (NUM),
emphasized the importance of law students understanding history in order to avoid mistakes
of the past. 96 RUPP history lecturer Vong Sotheara believed history students would be the
most interested in the Tribunal:
I do not expect [that] I can talk or persuade students in general to pay
attention [to] the importance of the ECCC. However, importantly for
my students in the history class, I will make sure that they better
understand.97

When looking at responses from students studying different majors in our focus group
discussions, there was no significant difference in apparent interest or knowledge about the
ECCC or the DK regime.
Youth Views on Educational Legacy
When asked to write down their ideas of the main legacies of the ECCC, students
overwhelmingly listed impacts like “teach the next leaders not to follow such action because
it has no benefit to the country,” or teaching “the history for young generation to remember.”
The educational benefit of the Tribunal was both the most frequent response overall and the
response ranked first most frequently. One law student’s response to the question, ‘What do
you think is the most important legacy of the ECCC?’, stands out: “I think the Court’s effect
on education and how it teaches the young generation not to repeat [the past] again.”98 One
student was even more direct: “The purpose of the Tribunal is for the next generation who
did not experience the regime, so they can know what happened during the regime.”99

95

Interview with Pheaktra Neth, 11 October 2017.

96

Interview with Peng Hor, 28 August 2017.

97

Interview with Sotheara Vong, 15 September 2017.

98

Law student at RULE, 19 July 2017.

99

Female English student, Western University, 27 September 2017.
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Table 3: Most popular responses to the question, ‘What are the legacies of the ECCC?’ 100
Type of response

%

#

1. Teach/advise the next generation about what happened/learn the truth

29%

79

2. Provide justice/reconciliation for victims/Cambodian people

14%

39

3. Healing/address suffering of the past

10%

28

4. Prevent repetition of crimes

8%

22

5. Prosecute and/or punish the Khmer Rouge leaders

7%

19

6. Teaching knowledge of court procedure

5%

14

7. Documentation

4%

10

8. Teach the world about Cambodian history

3%

9

8. Individual professional or academic growth

3%

8

Table 4: Response to the question, ‘Of the legacies you just named, what is the most
important legacy to you?’101
Type of response

%

#

1. Teach/advise the next generation about what happened/learn the truth

32%

21

2. Provide justice/reconciliation for victims/Cambodian people

18%

12

3. Prosecute and/or punish the Khmer Rouge leaders

15%

10

4. Healing/address suffering of the past

14%

9

5. Documentation

5%

3

6. Prevent repetition of crimes

3%

2

6. Completion of Case 001

3%

2

6. Teaching knowledge of court procedure

3%

2

100 All

83 students were given the chance to write responses, but only 65 chose to do so. Responses were free-form and then
grouped by researchers by keyword. Some students gave multiple answers related to the same topic. A total of 272 individual
responses were given.
101

From 65 written responses.
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This prioritization of teaching and learning could be linked to the generally low level of
education young people receive about history in Cambodia, however it also shows promise
for the interest and level of engagement of youth in their nation’s past.
Of the 65 students who provided written responses to the voluntary question on ECCC
legacy, 10 said they had undertaken internships at the ECCC (nine law students and one
media student). Whether the data was disaggregated by gender, study major, and internship
status, this intern group was the only group not to rank the educational value of the ECCC
as the most important legacy. Rather, respondents from this group instead placed this legacy
second, and found ‘providing justice and/or reconciliation for the Cambodian people’ as
moderately more important. (For a comparison, see Table 5). 26% of responses from former
interns identified ‘providing justice’ legacies as important, compared to 12% of responses
from non-interns and 14% of responses overall. Interestingly, the group of former interns
also ranked prosecution and punishment of the former leaders as more important than the
non-intern group did (13% of responses from former interns compared to 8% of non-interns).
Table 5: Five most common responses from students to the question, ‘What are the legacies of
the ECCC?’, disaggregated by whether the participant had interned at the ECCC. Students
could give more than one answer.
Interned/worked at ECCC
Provide justice/reconciliation for
victims/Cambodian people

Never interned/worked at ECCC
Teach/advise the next generation
about what happened/learn the truth

29%

Teach/advise the next generation
23%
about what happened/learn the truth

Provide justice/reconciliation for
victims/Cambodian people

12%

Prosecute and/or punish the Khmer
Rouge leaders

13%

Healing/address suffering of the past

10%

Prevent repetition of crimes

10%

Prevent repetition of crimes

8%

Healing/address suffering of the
past

10%

Prosecute and/or punish the Khmer
Rouge leaders

6%

26%

Although the sample size here is very small, the finding is noteworthy nonetheless and
would benefit from greater study. Young Cambodians have undertaken internships in
different sections of the ECCC, and measuring the impact of the internship on their views of
justice, history, and the law could provide interesting insights.
Views on Documentation Legacy
The creation or discovery of documents and audiovisual materials and the increased access
to information these provide was the most commonly cited legacy of the ECCC by the 16
educators and experts we interviewed. All education professionals we spoke with explicitly
identified this as an important legacy. For example, Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia
professor Sambo Manara explained:
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As a historian like me, we cannot say anything without documents. So,
the ECCC helps me a lot to get the documents for me, in order to
support my viewpoint, my own critical thinking, and my teaching too.102

Educators are likely to value documentation more than others because, by working in
education, they recognize the importance of evidence-based teaching. This perceived need
to offer proof to students is also indicative of the above-mentioned distrust felt by some
towards history (see Section 4.B).
However, the impact or effectiveness of these documents seems to be limited from the
perspective of students. While some students in our focus group discussions raised
documentation as a legacy of the ECCC, it was not a common response (see Tables 3 and
Table 4; the response does not appear in the top five responses shown in Table 5). When
documents were raised, students noted the lack of accessibility of these sources, for
example: “There may be many documents but the way of doing outreach…is not well
implemented.”103 Others emphasized the need to make documents engaging, or had a
preference for online or video content instead of written documents: “If we just create…
documents, it is more academic and not related to entertainment, so it is not very
interesting.”104 More still expressed a desire for more documents to be available in Khmer
language: “For me, if I want to learn more, I search online. But most of the documents are in
English and my English is not good. I want to see the documents in Khmer.”105 Thus, while
documents may be a valuable tool for educators in supporting their teaching, students
clearly see ways they could be better maximized, either through translation to the local
language or being adapted to more engaging audiovisual presentations.
Views on the Role of NGOs
Of the NGO staff members or affiliates interviewed, all but one identified the increased
attention paid to history among NGOs as a legacy of the presence of the ECCC in
Cambodia. None of the formal educators we spoke with raised this as a legacy. This
perception gap is indicative of one of the broader challenges identified in our research: the
collaboration between the non-governmental sector and educational institutions. Some
educators expressed irritation that civil society programs were sometimes scheduled
concurrent to regular school classes, while some in civil society expressed a view that
universities were reluctant to work with them. A more collaborative environment not only
between civil society and universities, but also among civil society organizations or among
universities would benefit students, who would gain increased exposure to a range of
historical perspectives and narratives.

102

Interview with Manara Sambo, 17 August 2017.

103

Male media student, DMC, 14 September 2017.

104

Female media student, DMC, 14 September 2017.

105

Male law student, NUM, 18 July 2017.
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5. Formal and Non-Formal Education Initiatives in Cambodia
With the above Cambodian views on the ECCC in mind, the discussion on history education
and initiatives in contemporary Cambodia can now be explored in more detail. After the RGC
and the international community have invested over $300 million and a great deal of time
into this Tribunal,106 how can its impact in the education sector be maximized?
As discussed above, education about the DK regime has been inconsistent until recently. Six
of the experts interviewed in this study volunteered the view that Cambodian youth today
know and understand more about DK history than in previous years. Five of them credited
this with the inclusion of greater coursework dedicated to DK history within the formal
education curriculum. The director of DC-Cam’s Genocide Education Program, Pheng PongRasy, said that even 10 years ago students did not know much about the regime, unlike
today. Freelance consultant Ok Serei Sopheak credited this increased knowledge and
willingness to talk about the past to the spread of internet access and associated freedoms:
I think that because Cambodia get[s] more and more cheap access
to the internet, documentaries that [are] post[ed] in YouTube about
the Khmer Rouge and so on, many youth get access to that and,
step by step, they start to know what happened.107

The following is an overview of the major recent and current formal and non-formal
programs focusing on the DK period, drawing upon existing literature and views expressed
in our focus groups and interviews, where relevant. It is beyond the scope of this study to
explore how lessons from the past are passed down within family and community groups,
which are other vital sources of knowledge about the past and a rich field for further study.

A. Formal Education
As discussed above in Section 4.B, after family, high school and university were
respectively the second and third most common sources of information about the past
volunteered by members of our focus groups. That said, the number of responses indicating
any additional source of education beyond the family was very low (see Table 1). 108
High School Education
High school history education has developed significantly in the last two decades. Many of
the experts contacted for this study were educated during the PRK period which, as
explained in Section 3, above, featured a more politicized history curriculum. ECCC
Spokesperson Neth Pheaktra recalls:

106 This

number is found in the latest publicly released budget, Annex A: ‘ECCC Revised Budget - 2016/2017 (28
November 2016), available at: https://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/about-eccc/finances/eccc-budget-2016-2017, last accessed 2
November 2017.
107

Interview with Serei Sopheak Ok, 7 September 2017.

108 The

2008 UC-Berkeley Human Rights Center study found that only 6% of those surveyed had learned about the DK
regime in high school, compared to 84% who said they had learned about it from relatives. See Pham et al. (2009), p. 46. In
Burcu Münyas’ study of 200 Cambodian youth, 67% said they had first learned about the DK regime from their parents, 6%
from siblings, and 7% from other relatives. See Münyas, p. 435.
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At my primary school we also studied... history. But [in] my area, we studied
the history depend[ing] on the [instructions] of the regime. I mean, [during]
my time, we hated the Khmer Rouge. We learned… to hate the Khmer
Rouge.109

Director of the Department of Policy at the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS),
Dy Khamboly, who went to primary school between 1986 and 1990, described the history of
DK as “dominating” all other periods of history at that time. He explained: “Cambodia back
then was in political turmoil... So education, in particular textbooks, had to serve the political
purpose of each party.” 110 Around the world, education and particularly history education will
always be influenced by politics. In Cambodia, the state of history education in schools today
has greatly changed since the PRK period.
High School Textbook
Turning the tide of formal history education in Cambodia was the Documentation Center of
Cambodia (DC-Cam), which, in 2007, published the first-ever textbook for students on the
history of Democratic Kampuchea.111 The textbook, A History of Democratic Kampuchea
(1975-1979), is 73 pages long, contains 11 chapters and a conclusion, and covers the main
topics of the regime in loosely chronological order. The book was authored by Dy Khamboly,
supported by a consultation team of 51 Cambodian and foreign reviewers.112 To date more
than one million copies have been distributed to high school students at over 1,700 high
schools nationwide.113 The book was produced in collaboration with the MoEYS, and as of
writing 16 pages taken across all chapters of the textbook are currently used as part of the
official high school history curriculum. Tun Sa Im, Undersecretary of State for the MoEYS,
explained how sensitive it was to introduce the new DK history curriculum at first: “There
were people that objected to it, and reasoned that ‘The Ministry teaches students about
violence and killing.’”114
When reflecting on the production of the textbook, Dy Khamboly described his main
objective as: “To ensure that the young generation have enough understanding of their own
history and to participate in preventing the genocide to happen again.” 115 He continued: “A
single textbook cannot answer all questions…this textbook is just the impetus, one of the
mechanisms to encourage, to open the dialogue.” It is important to remember that although
textbooks are very useful, they are only one source of many needed to build a full picture of
the past. Indeed, the results of this research demonstrate that young people learn about
history through multiple channels throughout their childhood and that developing a variety of
sources is beneficial. As the textbook was created prior to the beginning of public hearings at
109

Interview with Pheaktra Neth, 11 October 2017.

110

Interview with Khamboly Dy, 2 August 2017.
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Dy, A History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979).
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Dy Khamboly, the author of the textbook, spent over a decade working at DC-Cam, before becoming the Director of the
Policy Department at the MoEYS.
113

DC-Cam, ‘Genocide Education in Cambodia: Khmer Rouge History Education’ accessible at: http://www.d.dccam.org/
Projects/Genocide/pdf/Genocide_Education_Poster_January_13_2016.pdf.
114

Interview with Sa Im Tun, 10 September 2017.

115

Interview with Khamboly Dy, 1 August 2017.
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the ECCC, it did not initially include information about or from the Tribunal. An additional
chapter on crimes covered in Case 002/01 was added to the Teacher’s Handbook as part of
the judicial reparations awarded in Case 002/01.116 Any further revisions of the book would
certainly benefit from incorporation of witness testimony or findings from the Tribunal.
Teacher Training
To complement the textbook, in 2009 Chea Phala and Chris Dearing produced an
accompanying teacher handbook The Teaching of ‘A History of Democratic Kampuchea
(1975-1979)’, with support from DC-Cam.117 The textbook has thus far been published in
both Khmer and English, as well as in French, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese and Thai
languages in order to promote the learning of Cambodian history and related themes
abroad. Over 5,000 teachers have received training in how to teach the course.118 In order to
further encourage students to study the regime, it has recently been included in the national
high school exit exam.119 Two particularly valuable contributions of the teaching handbook
are the inclusion of interactive and critical thinking exercises and also the examples from
other countries around the world which have gone through periods of genocide or mass
atrocity. This type of pedagogy is still in its fledgling stage in Cambodia but represents a
powerful tool in engaging young people with a deeper understanding of history.
The creation of the textbook and handbook is a very important step, however, it is
meaningless if teachers do not know how to teach it. The effective teaching of the DK period
in schools faces multiple challenges, both in terms of lack of resources and staff capacity,
and more complex issues related to the specifics of teaching Khmer Rouge history. While
the lack of access to resources and the limited qualifications of teaching staff remain a
general problem in the education sector in Cambodia, the specific challenges facing history
education are largely related to specialized training and resources. RUPP history professor
Vong Sotheara spoke of his desire to create more teacher training programs for those
teaching Khmer Rouge history, lamenting: “Nowadays, approximately half [of the] number of
teachers who teach history in the university never learned history before.”120 Tun Sa Im of
the MoEYS, expressed a similar sentiment, particularly identifying teacher training as a key
target for improvement. 121 Teacher training has been proposed as a reparations project in
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Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers, ‘Annex 2: Overview of Civil Party Reparation Requests in Case 002/01’ (4 April 2014).

117

Phala Chea and Chris Dearing, Teacher’s Guidebook: The Teaching of “A History of Democratic Kampuchea
(1975-1979)” (Phnom Penh: DC-Cam, 2009).
118

DC-Cam, ‘Genocide Education in Cambodia’.
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Pong-Rasy Pheng said three questions about DK were included in the exam in 2016 and one in 2017. Executive Director
of Bophana Center, Chea Sopheap, commented on the importance of including DK history in the exit exam. He said the
relative importance given to other subjects, like chemistry and mathematics, means students spend more time revising these
and less on history: “If the history does not give them good score to pass the exam, then they have to make less attention.”
Interview with Sopheap Chea, 29 August 2017.
120

Interview with Sotheara Vong, 15 September 2017.

121

Interview with Sa Im Tun, 8 September 2017. Tun Sa Im also spoke of the issue of lack of materials, particularly pictures
and more engaging teaching materials, as a challenge they face in history education. She said: “We lack … visual materials.
… current learning is more than half based on textual materials. If we had supplementary materials [in addition to] current
ones, our teaching would be more reliable and engaging.”
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Case 002/02,122 and some interviewees saw this as a key impact of the Tribunal: “Training
the history of the Khmer Rouge Regime is an integral part of tribunal’s legacy.” 123
Teaching DK history requires more specialized training than other forms of history education.
Pheng Pong-Rasy from DC-Cam has been heavily involved in teacher training and spoke of
challenges he had faced in gaining the trust of communities. He said that in some cases, the
fact that he was too young to have personally lived through the DK regime meant that
people dismissed what he had to say during trainings.124 Conversely, Professor Vong
Sotheara, who survived the regime, explained the difficulty he faces teaching about DK:
[T]eaching history of Khmer Rouge… reminds me [of] a lot of things during
the regime. Therefore, it is very hard for me to teach and explain neutrally
about Khmer Rouge history in the name of an independent academi[a]
because of my direct involvement in the regime.125

A 2011 study of twenty teachers providing genocide education in Cambodia found that those
who had not personally lived through the DK regime generally felt “uncomfortable” teaching
this period of history. Those teachers who had lived through the regime were found to be
more likely to express a desire for “materials to prove that their narratives were true.” 126 The
study further found that 15 of the 20 interviewees taught about the DK era, yet only six of
them had seen the official DK history textbook. 127
Thus in training educators to teach about this period, unique difficulties may arise: either the
teacher is old enough to have lived through the regime and therefore may find the events
traumatic or difficult to explain neutrally, or else they did not live through the regime and may
struggle to understand the events or be taken seriously when teaching them.
University Curriculum
In addition to the high school curriculum, education about the Khmer Rouge period is also
presently included in the official university curriculum in the first, ‘foundation’ year. One
educator we interviewed with experience on the Accreditation Committee of Cambodia
(ACC), said the general national history was “one of the most popular subjects” for
universities to include in their first year program. He added that university lecturers he had
spoken with were of the view that high school teachers, “Do not [teach] much history study in
high school,” which was one reason they supported greater history education in university.
RUPP professor Vong Sotheara similarly said: “In the foundation year, we teach [a] Khmer
history course including Khmer Rouge history. That should not be forgotten. This subject is
[a] requirement of [the] ACC.”128 Despite this, students in focus groups generally expressed
122

Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers, ‘Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers’ Supplemental Submission on Funding Issues Related to
Reparation Projects in Case 002/02 and Request for Guidance’ (30 November 2017) E457/6/2/4.
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Interview with Pong-Rasy Pheng, 25 August 2017
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Interview with Pong-Rasy Pheng, 25 August 2017.
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Interview with Sotheara Vong, 15 September 2017.
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Galto, p. 69.
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Galto, p. 86.
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Interview with Sotheara Vong, 15 September 2017.
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the view that history was not taught at all or at least not enough at university. Only four
identified university as a source of knowledge of DK history.
Bophana Center employee and RUPP history lecturer Keo Duong spoke of the difficulties in
teaching history at a university level:
I think less than 50 percent [of history students at university] are really
interested in history in particular. They don’t really want to build
themselves to be historians or to research about history... They just want
to be a teacher or government official, and they thought that history is
easier than math and other subjects.129

Of the university-level educators with whom we spoke, none knew of any dedicated
university course about the ECCC, however, most said the ECCC was mentioned or
included briefly in their law or history subjects. Vong Sotheara, for example, told us that he
explains a little about the existence and establishment of the ECCC in his classes but does
not go into detail.130
Challenges Faced in Formal Education
One of the more interesting points raised by this study is the disparity between what
practitioners see as being implemented, and what students perceive or report as their
experience. As mentioned above, several of the educators and practitioners we interviewed
credited the inclusion of DK history in formal curricula as increasing knowledge among
Cambodian youth about the regime. However, although the textbook produced by DC-Cam
was published in 2007, and to date thousands of teachers have been trained in how to teach
the course, many students in our focus groups reported that they either had not studied the
regime at all, or that they wished they had studied it in more depth.131 A common
recommendation made in focus groups was:
I want the Ministry of Education to include the knowledge of the Khmer
Rouge regime into the educational system...when I was young in primary
school until I graduated from high school, I had no knowledge of the
Khmer Rouge regime.132

Of those who spoke up in the focus groups, most said they had not studied the regime at
school or university at all, even though their age suggested they would have gone through
high school after the textbook was part of the national curriculum. This suggests that not
enough is yet known about the impact of the new curriculum and textbook on students
across the country.

B. Non-Formal Education Initiatives
Although, in theory, formal history education has the benefit of being able to reach students
nationwide in a uniform fashion, formal education can also be hard to access for some
129

Interview with Duong Keo, 5 September 2017.
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Interview with Sotheara Vong, 15 September 2017.

131 A similar

desire to know more about the past was expressed by respondents to the 2008 Berkeley study who had not
lived through the DK regime personally. 85% said they wanted to know more about the regime. Pham et al., (2009) p. 46.
132

Female law student from NUM, 18 July 2017.
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sectors of society. The executive director of Bophana Center, Chea Sopheap, mentioned his
desire to reach people who were missed by formal schooling due to financial, geographical,
or other reasons, recalling:
There are many people who dropped [out of] school. Just [in] my
generation, for example…only two people passed the Grade 12 [exit]
exam. [The others are] construction workers, they are farmers, they are
taxi drivers, they are moto-dops, they don’t know about the [DK]
regime.133

Indeed, in areas of Cambodia where levels of school attendance are low, particularly in rural
areas, teaching about the DK period in later years of high school or university will
necessarily miss many students.134
In Cambodia, the well-established NGO sector has played a critical role in the education
since the UNTAC period. Due to funding shortages, NGOs also played a critical role in
ECCC awareness-raising and outreach, particularly during its first years of operations.135
One educator we spoke to said he believed students mostly learned about the Tribunal
outside of the classroom: “The ECCC court…has been introduced to the students by doing
extra-curricular [activities].”136 The OSJI report similarly found, “The majority of interviewees
felt that [the expanded activities of NGOs] had more impact than the Court itself.”137 Of the
multitude of civil society organizations that work on issues related to the DK period either
through education, reconciliation, or awareness-raising, their work can be largely grouped
into three types: documentation centers, reconciliation and youth groups, and sites of
memory. For this report, we spoke with representatives of these three groups about the
experiences and the specific challenges they face.138 This report does not have the capacity
to summarize the totality of initiatives currently ongoing in Cambodia. What follows is a
snapshot of some of the main programs that relate to the ECCC.
Documentation and Resource Centers
As the ECCC nears the end of Case 002/02, and potentially the end of its entire
proceedings, the question of what to do with the voluminous case files and related
documents is increasingly being asked. Phnom Penh is host to a range of resource centers
where students and members of the public can go to learn more about the DK regime.
Indeed, through years of investigations the ECCC has had unprecedented access to
testimonies and surviving DK documents. There is no question that without the trials many of
133

Interview with Sopheap Chea, 29 August 2017. Tan outlines some of the challenges facing rural and poor families in
Cambodia and the decisions they make about education in Charlene Tan, ‘Education Reforms in Cambodia: Issues and
Concerns’ Education Research for Policy and Practice, vol. 6 (2007), pp. 15-24.
134 Tan,

pp. 15-24.
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Sperfeldt, ‘Cambodian Civil Society and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal’, p. 151.
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Interview with anonymous educator, 27 September 2017.
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Open Society Justice Initiative, p. 75.

138 These

organizations were: Bophana Audio-Visual Resource Center (Bophana Center), DC-Cam, Kdei Karuna (KDK),
Youth For Peace (YFP) and Youth Resource Development Program (YRDP). Two staff members from Bophana Audiovisual
Center were interviewed on the recommendation of other interviewees. One other interviewee has freelanced for several
NGOs including KDK. We also spoke with the Director of the Legal Documentation Center of the ECCC (LDC), and the
Director of the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum (TSGM).
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these histories and documents would never have come to light, and they may well represent
the most tangible, physical legacy of the ECCC.
Phnom Penh has three major document and resource centers. The Documentation Center
of Cambodia (commonly referred to as DC-Cam) is the oldest, created in 1995 by Yale
University’s US-funded ‘Cambodia Genocide Program’. DC-Cam became independent from
Yale two years later and has been directed by Mr. Youk Chhang since its creation. A
significant number of documents used as evidence at the ECCC were produced by the
organization, and it has been running its Genocide Education Program since 2004.139 DCCam has plans to expand its ability to act as a site of learning by building a new home for its
archives, the Sleuk Rith Institute, and it recently launched a Khmer-language Khmer Rouge
history website.140
A much more recently created documentation center is the RGC’s new Legal
Documentation Center relating to the ECCC (LDC), inaugurated in June 2017. The LDC
will house the ECCC’s official records and currently houses a copy of the entire public Case
001 case file, as well as civil society reports and other resources related to the ECCC. It is
increasingly welcoming students and researchers to use its facilities and has a public affairs
section working on raising awareness of its facilities across Cambodia. The LDC also
houses a dedicated ‘Civil Party room’ where Civil Parties are able to meet their lawyers or
consult court documents. A core feature of the LDC is its Virtual Tribunal, an online platform
allowing users to interactively engage with courtroom footage and transcripts from Case
001. The LDC has a memorandum of understanding with the ECCC and sits under the RGC
Council of Ministers. In 2017, the ECCC Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers requested recognition
of the LDC as a judicial reparation project as part of Case 002/02.141
Lastly, Bophana Audio-Visual Resource Center (Bophana Center) is another important
resource for students and those interested in Cambodian history. Focusing on audio-visual
materials rather than written documents, Bophana Center has a large collection of films,
photographs, and audio files related to the DK regime and other periods of Cambodian
history. In 2017, Bophana Center developed a mobile-phone application (‘app’) titled ‘AppLearning on Khmer Rouge History’, which was released in Khmer and English for both
Android and iOS. The app targets Cambodian youth and aims to engage them with DK
history through interactive and creative interplay of textual and audiovisual elements. The
app covers eight chapters, from “How the Khmer Rouge Came to Power” to “The Route to
Justice,” and draws on ECCC documents and in-court testimony as well as external
interviews and other resources.142 Keo Duong, who joined Bophana Center to help develop
the app, explained the benefits of using a smart-phone application in Cambodia:
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Un and Ledgerwood say DC-Cam processed 155,000 pages of docs used by the ECCC. Un and Ledgerwood, p. 3.
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See: http://www.cambodiasri.org and http://www.khmerrougehistory.org.
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full project title in the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers’ request was: “Access to the Judicial Records of the Khmer
Rouge Trials and Civil Party Materials at the Legal Documentation Center related to the ECCC (LDC)”, see Civil Party Lead
Co-Lawyers, ‘Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers’ Final Claim for Reparation in Case 002/02 with confidential annexes’ (30 May
2017, E457/6/2/1, pp. 22-24, [hereinafter LCLCP 002/02 Reparations Claim].
142 The

application also covers daily life in DK, the treatment of minority ethnic and religious groups, and family life during
the regime. The development of the application was supported by the European Union and the Rei Foundation, and it was
launched at an event in Phnom Penh on 25 July 2017. For more information, see ‘App on Khmer Rouge History’, Bophana
Center website: http://bophana.org/event/app/.
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Cambodian students don’t much like reading, but they can also watch,
listen, see photos. This is the strong point of the app, which is stronger
than the textbook. The text itself, we try to keep it short.143

Vong Sotheara, from RUPP, said he promotes the app in his history classes, adding that it
“will be [a] very important learning tool for my students.”144
Reconciliation and Youth-Led Initiatives
Some youth-led organizations have embraced the ECCC’s presence in Cambodia as a tool
to educate those who grew up without a detailed understanding of the DK period. One such
organization is Youth For Peace (YFP), an organization which has worked to encourage
young people to engage with ECCC proceedings since the Tribunal’s inauguration. While the
organization’s initial focus was on raising awareness about the Tribunal, YFP later moved to
also establish ‘memory committees’ in the provinces tasked with maintaining sites of
memory related to the DK regime, including Kraing Ta Chan, which was a crime site in Case
002/02. Another YFP program encourages the children of victims and the children of
perpetrators to meet each other and develop conflict resolution skills. As Man Sokkoeun,
YFP program manager, explained, the two different groups often lived separately in the
immediate years after the fall of the DK regime and thus were educated in very different and
often contradictory ways, making reconciliation exceptionally challenging.145 To address this,
YFP arranges field trips that bring young people aged between 14 and 27 from both sides
together to discuss creative ways to resolve conflict.
Youth Resource Development Program (YRDP) has run a Khmer Rouge history project
since 2007. Although program manager Hang Soviet clarified that this program did not
develop as a direct result of the opening of the ECCC in 2006, he did acknowledge that the
opening of the ECCC led to “more discussion” about this period in Cambodia. He also said
YRDP was inspired to create a project focusing on the past because when they went to
events discussing DK, they mainly saw foreigners attending and wanted more Cambodians
to engage, adding, “We believe, to build young people to become active citizens, you need
to understand the past.”146 Rather than targeting all youth, YRDP’s Hang Soviet explained
that their programs focus on university-level students because, “In the future they will
become the leaders, and [a] bad leader will lead [a] bad country.”147
Another organization, Kdei Karuna (meaning reconciliation in Khmer) also works with youth,
particularly to promote inter-generational dialogues and a greater understanding of the past.
As executive director Tim Minea explained: “[Youth] enjoy a lot with the study tours…and the
dialogues and the discussions. They say even [though] it is a short time, they can learn a lot
[aside] from learning from school.” 148 In addition to its youth work, Kdei Karuna has strong
networks with ethnic minorities in provinces and runs community dialogues on sensitive
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issues facing ethnic minorities, or between former Khmer Rouge cadres and former victims.
The organization uses testimony and other materials from the ECCC proceedings on the
treatment of minorities to add to the impact of its project activities.149
All three of the above organizations have applied for their projects to be recognized as
reparations in Case 002/02. Kdei Karuna has two projects in the request: one on trauma
counseling and one for promoting public awareness of the treatment of the ethnic
Vietnamese and Cham Muslim minorities during DK. YFP submitted both the theatrical
‘Courageous Turtle’ project, in collaboration with Khmer Action Arts and Meta-House, and
‘Memory Sketches of Kraing Ta Chan,’ which, in collaboration with the Peace Institute of
Cambodia, is developing the former security center at Kraing Ta Chan into a memorial site.
YRDP put forward a song-writing competition about memory.150
Sites of Memory
The research conducted for this report indicates that visits to sites of memory have a
positive impact on engaging young people with history. As one student in a focus group
discussion said:
[You should] include educational [institutions] from [the] earliest
levels in this. Because when I was young, the school took me to
Choeung Ek, and I saw th[e] evidence, so it should be included in
early education.151

The most well-known memorial to the DK regime is without question the Tuol Sleng
Genocide Museum (TSGM) in central Phnom Penh. The former high school was infamously
converted into the S-21 Security Center during the DK regime and was used to detain,
torture, and execute thousands of former Lon Nol regime officials, purged Khmer Rouge
cadres, and foreigners accused of various crimes against the state.152 Very soon after the
fall of the regime, the site was opened to the public as a museum, partly, “In [the PRK’s]
attempt to undermine the legitimacy of Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge guerrillas in the ongoing civil
war.”153
Chhay Visoth, the Museum’s director since 2014, has made considerable efforts to transform
the Museum from a memorial into an educational site, creating temporary exhibits on various
aspects of the DK period beyond the confines of the former security center and conducting
youth-focused activities such as art competitions and peace-building dialogues. 154 He
described his goal for the Museum: “To play [an] important role for our society, for
Cambodian society…The main purpose we want them to understand is that peace starts
149
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from ourselves; from [the] individual.”155 The Museum also houses a memorial stupa around
which the names of all of those who died there during the regime are inscribed. While there
is collaboration between the ECCC and TSGM to arrange study tours to visit both sites,
there appears to be the potential for far greater cooperation. TSGM does display some
information about the ECCC proceedings as part of its permanent exhibition, but the
information is not currently up to date.
Challenges Faced in Non-Formal Education
Although the positive impact of NGOs on the history education sector was commonly raised
by those working in the sector, it was not mentioned by those working in the formal
education sector. Indeed, interview responses appeared to indicate a general lack of
cooperation and in some cases a mistrust between the formal and non-formal sectors. This
can create challenges for engaging with young people, as the two forms of education can be
seen as competing for their attention and time. Another challenge facing the non-formal
sector is potentially overlapping project goals and competing for funding or status. While
some positive examples exist,156 better communication is needed both between non-formal
actors, and between formal and non-formal actors, to harmonize their programs for the
benefit of the young people who are interested in engaging with them.
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6.A. Overview of Challenges and Recommendations
The authors of this report have collated the following recommendations, provided by
students in the focus group discussions and key practitioners, experts, and policymakers in
personal interviews, on how to better maximize the impact of the ECCC across different
sectors of society, in teaching Cambodian youth about their history. (To see the full list of
recommendations made by students in focus group discussions, see Table 6.)
Increase Use of Technology and Social Media
The most frequent recommendation made by students was for institutions to make more use
of social media, online, and audio-visual resources to share information with young people.
Nine individuals across the focus groups recommended that short summary videos or
informational films be produced and shared online. Students seemed to prefer this way of
accessing information, with one focus group participant stating, “Social media is so
important. The Khmer Rouge Tribunal should be sharing videos, live videos on Facebook,
[or] on their [web]page.” Recent reports on mobile phone usage in Cambodia indicate 30
percent of Cambodians identify Facebook as their chief source of news.157 Although the
ECCC does have a website and a number of social media pages (Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram), the results of this research indicate that students are unaware of them. Greater
and more creative online engagement would have a bigger impact with the young, techsavvy generation. Only four of those practitioners interviewed expressly recognized this
need to increase online and creative engagement.
Embed History Education in Formal Education
Students had many suggestions for how to improve the level of understanding of history
among youth. The second most frequent suggestion was for information about DK history to
be taught in high school. This is an important recommendation to consider, as DK history is
already officially included in the high school curriculum. Thus, this recommendation could be
an indication of the time it takes for new initiatives or curricula to have a measurable impact
on the ground. Nevertheless, greater steps should be taken to ensure the curriculum is
being implemented evenly across the country and that students understand the course
content. Three students in focus groups also recommended the history of DK be included in
primary school education curricula. The debate over the appropriate age to begin teaching
about dark periods of history is ongoing and reservations were expressed by one
interviewee on exposing children to this history at too young an age.158 Nonetheless, it is an
important debate to have, and adding the voices of young Cambodians to this debate is
valuable.
Translate and Create Khmer-Language Documents
One recommendation which came from both students and experts alike was the need for
more Khmer-language materials: both those written by Cambodian authors and those
translated from foreign authors. While students tended to recommend an increase in Khmer157 Taken
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language documents in order to access them more easily, experts and practitioners
identified a further benefit to Khmer-language texts as a means of restoring a sense of
national pride. Some interviewees called for the development of research platforms at
tertiary institutions to build national research skills and amplify the voices of Cambodian
academics. As TSGM Director Chhay Visoth said, “I think it [is time] for Cambodians to write
about our own history.”159 Not only would Khmer-language documents increase
understanding and access among Cambodian students, but they also have the potential to
foster stronger cultural identity and pride. One of the key benefits of the ECCC is its
contribution to Khmer-language documents and audio-visual materials, providing a huge
potential pool of resources for educators.
Enhance Critical Thinking
Another insight from our individual interviews was the need for Cambodian youth to learn not
only the facts, names, dates, and numbers of history, but also how to debate and critically
engage with history, to understand the socio-political causes of the DK period and what its
impacts were. Hang Soviet explained that a main goal of YRDP was to “build active citizens
…develop critical thinking skills, and encourage young people to exercise their civil and
political rights,” and that part of this understanding required critical engagement with history.
It is a positive sign that the official teaching handbook on DK history includes activities to
promote critical thinking, however corresponding teacher training is crucial to the success of
such a pedagogical shift.
Hear a Wider Variety of Stories
A number of those already working in the non-formal sector identified groups that were yet to
be targeted in education programs. Kdei Karuna Executive Director Tim Minea explained,
“Mostly some NGOs work a lot with the victims or survivors, but how about the other group
that is still marginalized? The other group that is considered perpetrators, or former Khmer
Rouge?”. YRDP’s Hang Soviet made a similar recommendation, however, he suggested this
would become easier after the closure of the ECCC, as the fear of potential legal
repercussions for admitting past crimes will dissipate. Several suggestions were made to
teach students about the more mundane side of life under DK, rather than the most dramatic
and well-known stories. Hor Peng at the NUM said “daily lives” were understudied and
should be promoted. Learning a wider variety of stories and hearing voices from diverse
groups can greatly benefit young people’s understanding of the past and societal power
dynamics that can lead to atrocities.
Localize and Globalize DK History Education
Two related suggestions were made by a number of experts interviewed: the need to
localize the experience of DK and also to situate it within the global context at the time. Keo
Duong from Bophana Center emphasized the value of teaching local history: “[The
curriculum] should have local history as a first step and then, after that, they can study
national history.” Students exploring local-level history could be engaged more closely as the
relevance to their family and friends would be more concrete, particularly for those in rural
areas who may feel disconnected from Phnom Penh-focused histories. On the other end of
the scale, freelance consultant Ok Serei Sopheak argued strongly for the teaching of history
159
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with a global perspective, saying that drawing on international experiences would help
Cambodian students better understand their national experience.160 By learning about global
experiences with mass violence and communist movements, a greater understanding of the
complex reasons for the rise of the DK regime would be possible. The teaching handbook of
DK history does include information about the experiences in Iraq, Germany, Rwanda, and
the former Yugoslavia, however, it is essential that teachers are properly trained in how to
teach these topics or else they risk being discarded as too challenging.
Challenges Expressed by Interviewees and Students
A gap clearly exists in the awareness of young people – and even those working in the
sector – about what projects currently exist in the history and educational space on the
Khmer Rouge period in Cambodia. Many students recommended projects or initiatives that
exist already, such as short summary films of proceedings, publicly screening ECCC
hearings and including Khmer Rouge history in the high school curriculum. Some students
asked questions such as whether the ECCC has a website (which it does), or how they
could access more information. This demonstrates at once an interest in learning more, but
also a disappointing disconnect between what practitioners consider to be happening and
the impact it may be having on the ground. The same disconnect was also apparent among
interviewees. One interviewee identified a discrepancy between the large volume of
educational materials produced over the past decade and the minimal amount of crosssector sharing that took place. Another recommended an online database be created so that
people can remain abreast of current initiatives and avoid duplication. Greater trust and
collaboration between different sectors and actors, including ECCC actors, would be very
beneficial for students seeking diverse sources of information about the past.
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Table 6: List of all recommendations offered by students

Recommendation

Number of people
who made it

Increased use of social media to promote activities

9

Include DK history in the high school curriculum

7

Produce short videos that are more accessible than documents

7

ECCC proceedings should finish soon, they are taking too long

7

Include DK history in primary school curriculum

3

ECCC should facilitate more people to visit the ECCC

3

Include DK history in university curriculum

2

Reach out to people in the provinces, not only cities

2

Should close the ECCC, it has cost too much money

2

Universities should arrange for students to visit the ECCC

2

Translate more sources into Khmer

1

Create a library of relevant documents for students to visit

1

Share more documents about the ECCC

1

More television coverage of proceedings

1

Allow internships at the ECCC for university students

1

More newspaper coverage of proceedings

1

Create a dedicated location at universities to live-stream the trials

1

Show the ECCC proceedings in public places

1

Hold a conference on the ECCC for students to attend

1

Install signs on major roads about the ECCC

1

Refer the ECCC’s cases to the ICC instead

1
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7.A. Conclusion
The ECCC was created to be a judicial mechanism to try those accused of committing
atrocities decades previously. However, over its eleven-year lifespan, its impact has grown
well beyond this narrow goal. As one interviewee put it: “In my opinion, the ECCC has had
more educational impact compar[ed] to other international criminal courts.”161 The number of
initiatives that exist to promote understanding of the past in Cambodia have increased in
both quantity and quality over the years, in tandem with the existence of the ECCC.
The research conducted for this report did not support commonly held assumptions that
young people are not interested in their country’s history. Overwhelmingly, students identified
the educational benefits of the ECCC as the Tribunal’s most important legacy. Indeed, many
had questions and wanted to learn more. Those students who had been to the Tribunal
expressed views that they learned more there than they could have learned in books.
However, this study also found that there is a substantial disconnect between the existence
of programs to benefit young people and the awareness of young people of how they can
access them. Making information more accessible, engaging, and readily consumable by the
youth will be the next challenge for academic institutions, civil society policymakers, and the
ECCC. This may also help different institutions and organizations work more cooperatively
together to achieve common goals.
As of writing, there are a number of reasons for optimism. The authors of this report
welcome recent announcements that the budget for the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sport is to be substantially increased.162 Dy Khamboly, textbook author and current policy
director at the MoEYS, spoke of current plans to overhaul the primary and secondary school
history curriculum, replacing the chronological format with a theme-based approach. Recent
news that education projects such as the ‘Courageous Turtle’ and Bophana Center learning
app have had their funding extended also indicates their success so far. 163
Cole and Barsalou argue that, “The connections between transitional justice and educational
reform, especially of history education, have been under-explored and under-utilized.”164
This report seeks to contribute to the field of transitional justice by making this very
connection. The question of the legacy of the ECCC is broad and no doubt will be examined
more closely by others in coming months and years as proceedings wind down. More
attention should be paid to the unique potential this tribunal offers to Cambodian educators.
With adequate funding, political will, tactful planning, and a comprehensive outreach
strategy, the closure of the court – whenever that may be – may be a great opportunity to
spread more information about the ECCC, its proceedings, and its findings more broadly.
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ន
លរួមក្រ រចោយភាពន្នក្រឌិត និងកាន់ដតទូលុំទូលាយ នឹងម្ភនឥទធព
ិ ល
កាន់ដត ុំច
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ចនើរនានា។
ិ
ើងៗចៅចលើយតវជន ដដលជ្ជជុំនាន់ទទួលយ នូវរទពិចសា ន៍រច្ច វទាទុំ

ដ ក្សង់ពីការសិ ាមួយដដលម្ភនអ្ន ្ូលរួម្ុំនន
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ុំ សូ មរ ចមល
ើ របាយការណ៍

ររស់ ផតង

រាជ្ជណា្ក្

ឹមឈូ យ, ក្សូ លី

ូល, ចាវចយ
ី ើ សឡា (Javier Solá) ស្ីពី “ការចក្រើក្បាស់ទូរសពា្ល័ត និងក្រព័នធអ្តីច ើដណតចៅ ត នងក្ពេះ

មពតជ្ជ” ចោយមូលនិ ិអាសតី (The Asia Foundation) វទាសា
ា នចរើ ្ុំ
ិ

(Open Institute), USAID Development

Innovations (្តេះដខ្ ូ ន ឆ្ន២
ុំ ០១៦) ទុំពរ័ i.
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ដដលបានចាត់ទត ថាជ្ជមច ាបាយ ត ងការសា
ន
្ រអារមែណ៍នន

ចម្ភទនភាពជ្ជតិ។ អ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍មយ
ួ ្ុំនួន បានអ្ុំពាវនាវឲ្យម្ភនការអ្ភវិ ឌឍន៍ មែវ ិ ីក្សាវក្ជ្ជវចៅតាម
រណា
្ ក្គឹេះសាានឧត្មសិ ា ចដើមប ី សាងជុំនាញក្សាវក្ជ្ជវថាន ជ្ជ
់ តិ និងរចងកើនសុំ ច

ងររស់អ្ន សិ ាក្សាវក្ជ្ជវ

មពតជ្ជ។ ត ងនាមជ្ជនាយ
ន
សារមនារី ក្រល័យពូជសាសន៍ ចលា ឆ្យ វសត
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ិ ថា

163
វា [ដល់ចពល] ដដលក្រជ្ជជន មពតជ្ជសរចសរពក្ី រវត្សា
ល
ឯ សារជ្ជចខ្មរភាសា មន
ិ ស្តសរ្ រស់ខ្ួ ន”។
ិ ក្ោន់ដត

អា្ពក្ងី នូវការយល់ដង
ន ចណាមនស
ណ េះចទ
ឹ នង
ិ ភាពង្ហយក្សួល ត នងការចក្រក្ើ បាស់ឯ សារ ត ង្ុំ
ិ សត
ិ មពតជ្ជរ៉ាតចណា

162
163

្
ុំ ០១៧។
ិ ទធ ចៅនថ្ៃទ៥
ិ ចសម្ភាសន៍ជ្ជមួយចលា ឆ្យ វសត
ី ដខ្ ញ្ជា ឆ្ន២

ុំ ០១៧។
ិ ទធ ចៅនថ្ៃទី៥ ដខ្ ញ្ជា ឆ្ន២
ិ្ចសម្ភាសន៍ជ្ជមួយចលា ឆ្យ វសត
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់ ន
័ ធ គជ្ជ
្ ិ សា
្ ចក្ងៀនចនេះ។
ឺ ការចាុំបា្់ណាស់្ុំចពាេះភាពចជ្ជគជ័យននការផ្ទលស់រូ រវ
ី ស្តសរ

សា្រ់ចរឿងរា៉ា វ្ក្មុេះោនឲ្យកាន់ដតទូលុំទលា
ូ យ
អ្ន ដដលច វើការ ត នងវស័
្ ក្ ុមដដលមន
ុំ ត់ចោលចៅ
ិ យចក្ៅក្រព័នធ បាន ត់សម្ភគល់ពរ
ី ណា
ិ ទន់បាន ណ

ចោយ មែវ ិ ីអ្រ់រ ុំនានា។ នាយ ក្រតិរត្ិននអ្ងគការ ្ី រតណា ចលា ទម
ឹ មនា
ី បានពនយល់ថា៖ “ភាគចក្្ើនអ្ងគការ
ចក្ៅរាជរោឋភបា
ិ
ិ លមួយ្ុំនួន ច វើការចក្្ន
ើ ជ្ជមួយជនរងចក្ោេះ ឬអ្ន រស់រានម្ភនជីវត

រ
៏ តដ៉ា ន្ ្តេះ! ក្ ម
ុ ចផសងៗ

ដដលចៅមន
ិ ទន់ទទួលបានឱកាសចនេះ ចៅជ្ជោ៉ាងចម៉ា្ចៅ? ដូ្ជ្ជ៖ ក្ ុមដដលក្តូវបានចាត់ទត ថាជ្ជជននដដល់
ឬ ជ្ជ
៏ អ្តត
ី ដខ្ែរក្

ម?” ចលា

ងស សូ ចវៀត ម ពី YRDP បានផ្ល់អ្នតសាសន៍ក្សចដៀងោនផងដដរ

រ
៏ តដ៉ា ន្

ោត់បានផ្ល់មតិចោរល់ ថា ក្រការចនេះអា្កាលយជ្ជចរឿងង្ហយក្សួលចៅវញ
ិ ចៅចក្កាយចពលរិទរញ្ច រ់ររស់
អ្.វ.ត.

ចោយច

តតថា ការភ័យខាល្ច្ញពផ
ផលូវ្ារ់ដដលអា្ច ត
ិ
ី លវបា
ើ ម្ភន្ុំចពាេះការទទួលសារភាពពី

ឧក្ ិដឋ មែពីអ្តីតកាល នឹងរសាយបាត់ចៅជ្ជរចណើ្ រៗ។ ម្ភនអ្នតសាសន៍រីរន
ួ ក្តូវបានផ្ល់ ត ងការរចក្ងៀន
ន

សិសស-នស
ចៅក្រចាុំនថ្ៃចៅចក្កាមរររ មពតជ្ជក្រជ្ជ រ
ិ
ិ សត
ិ អ្ុំពដី ផន សាមញ្ា ៗននជវី តស់
ិ ចតយយ ឲ្យបានចក្្ន
ើ ជ្ជង
ការរចក្ងៀនចរឿងជ្ជក្រចភទចលាេនសដម្ង នង
ួ ចៅច
ិ ចរឿងដដលចគសាគល់រ្

យ
ើ ។ ឯ ឧត្មរណិឌ ត ចរ ចរ៉ាង

សា លវទា
កា
យជ្ជតក្ិ គរ់ក្គង បានម្ភនក្រសាសន៍ថា “ជវី តរស់
ចៅក្រចាុំនថ្ៃ” មន
ិ
ិ
ិ
ិ រននសា លវទាល័
ិ ទន់ក្តូវ
បានរចក្ងៀនក្គរ់ក្ោន់ ច

យ
ើ គួរដតក្តូវបានចលើ

មពស់ការរចក្ងៀនចនេះផងដដរ។
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ដូច្នេះច

យ
ើ ចយង
ើ អា្ដឹងពអ្
ី ដវី ដលបានច ត
ើ ច

ង
ើ

ច ើត
វ រ
ុំ ន់ភាវូរនីយ មែ និងស លភាវូរនីយ មែ ចៅចលើការអ្រ់រ ុំក្រវត្ិសាស្តស្ មពតជ្ជក្រជ្ជ ិ រចតយយ
អ្នតសាសន៍ពា ព
់ ន
័ ធ្ុំនន
ួ ពីរចទៀត ក្តូវបានចលើ ច

ើងចោយអ្ន ជុំនាញមួយ្ុំនួន ដដលបានផ្ល់រទ

សម្ភាសន៍ ម្ភនដូ្ជ្ជ៖ តក្មូវការច វើតុំរន់ភាវូរនីយ មែចៅចលើរទពិចសា ន៍ននរររ មពតជ្ជក្រជ្ជ ិរចតយយ និង
ោ រ
់ ញ្ចូ លក្រវត្សា
ន
រទព
ិ ស្តសច្ នេះចៅ ត ងររ
ិ
ិភពចលា

ន
យ។ ចលា ដ វ ដួង បានសងកត់ ន
ៃ ច់ ៅ
ត ងចពលចវលាដតមួ

ចលើក្រវត្សា
្ មមូលោឋនថា៖ “[ មែវ ិ ីសិ ា] គួរដតម្ភនក្រវត្ិសាស្តសតា
្ មមូលោឋនជ្ជជុំរនដុំរូង ច
ិ ស្តសតា

ើយ

ចក្កាយម ចទៀត ពួ ចគអា្សិ ាពីក្រវត្ិសាស្តសជ្ជ
្ តិ”។ សិសស-និសសតដដលដសវ
ងយល់ក្រវត្ិសាស្តសច្ ៅមូលោឋន
ិ
អា្ម្ភនលទធភាព្ូលរួមោ៉ាងជិតសនិទធជ្ជងមតន ចោយច

តតថា ភាពជ្ជរ់ពា ព
់ ន
័ ធចៅនឹងក្គួសារ និងមត
ិ ្ភ ិ្

ររស់ពួ ចគ អា្នឹងម្ភនល េណៈក្តឹមក្តូវជ្ជ ដ់ ស្ងចក្្ើនជ្ជង ជ្ជពិចសសសក្ម្ភរ់អ្ន ដដលរស់ចៅ ត ងតុំ
ន រន់
ជនរទោ្់ក្សោល ដដលអា្ម្ភនអារមែណ៍ថាចៅោ្់ឆ្ៃយពក្ី រវត្សា
ុ ភនចុំ ពញ។
ិ ស្តសដ្ ដលចផ្ទ្តដតចៅទក្ី ង
ចោយដ

អ្ន ពចិ ក្ោេះចោរល់ឯ រាជយ ចលា

ឱ

ចសរចសាភ
្ិ៍ បានអ្េះអាងោ៉ាងមតតម្ភុំ្ុំចពាេះការរចក្ងៀន
ី

ក្រវត្សា
្ មួយនង
ដ់ ស្ង ចោយបានចលើ ច
ិ យស ល នង
ិ ស្តសជ្ជ
ឹ ទសសនៈវស័
ិ តាមរររទជ្ជ
ិ

ង
ើ ថា ការចក្រក្ើ បាស់

ព័តម្ភ
៌ ន ឬ្ុំចណេះដង
ឹ ច្ញពរ
ឹ កាន់ដតក្រចសើរ
ី ទពចិ សា ន៍អ្ន្រជ្ជតិ អា្ជួយដល់សិសស-នស
ិ សត
ិ មពតជ្ជយល់ដង
ច
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ង
តាមរយៈការសិ ាអ្ុំពរ
់ ន
័ ធនង
ើ អ្ុំពរ
ី ទពចិ សា ន៍ររស់ជ្ជត។
ិ
ី ទពចិ សា ន៍ពភ
ិ ពចលា ពា ព
ឹ អ្ុំចពើ

ុំៗ នង
ែ
ស
ិ ្លនា តមត យន
ី ្ ការយល់ដឹងកាន់ដតទូលុំទូលាយពម
ី ូលច

តតសត គសា
ែ
ែ ញ្ុំចពាេះការច ើនច

ង
ិ ា

ង
ើ ននរររ

មពតជ្ជក្រជ្ជ រ
៍ ចក្ងៀនក្រវត្សា
ិ ចតយយ អា្នង
ឹ ច ើតម្ភនផងដដរ។ ចសៀវចៅមគគតចទាស រ
ិ ស្តស្ មពតជ្ជក្រជ្ជ រ
ិ ចតយយ

ោ រ
់ ញ្ចូ លព័តម្ភ
៌ នអ្ុំពរ
ី ទពចិ សា ន៍ចៅក្រចទស អ្តីរា៉ា ់ (Iraq), អា
និងយូ

គ ល វ ី (Yugoslavia)
ូ សា

ម
៉ា ់ (Germany), រវា៉ាវ ន់ោ (Rwanda)
ឺ ង

រ
៏ តដ៉ា ន្ វាជ្ជការចាុំបា្់ណាស់ដដលក្គូរចក្ងៀនក្តូវទទួលបានការរណត ្ េះរណា
្ ល

ោ៉ាងក្តម
ឹ ក្តូវពីរចរៀររចក្ងៀនក្រធានរទទុំងចនេះ ឬចរើមន
ិ ដូច្នេះចទ ក្រធានរទទុំងចនេះក្រឈមនង
ឹ ការចបាេះរង់
ចចាលចោយសារដតម្ភនភាពលុំ បា ខាលង
ុំ ចព ។

រញ្ជាក្រឈមនានាដដលបានចលើ ច ើ ងចោយអ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍ និងនិសសត
ិ
័ និងសូ មបដតអ្ន
គុំលាតច ើតម្ភន ត ងការយល់
ន
ដឹងររស់យតវវយ
ដដល ព
ុំ តងច វើការចៅ ត ងវ
ន ស័
ិ យចនេះ អ្ុំពី
ី

គចក្ម្ភងដដល ព
ុំ តងច ត
ន
សា
់ ន
័ ន
ធ ឹងសម័យកាលដខ្ែរក្
ិ យអ្រ់រ ុំ ពា ព
ើ ម្ភនរ្ចតរបនន ត ងក្រវត្
ិ ស្តស្ និងវស័
ក្ពេះរាជ្ជណា្ក្

ម តង
ន

មពតជ្ជ។ ម្ភននស
ន
ិ សតជ្ជចក្្
ិ
ើ បានផ្ល់អ្នតសាសន៍ចសនើសតុំគចក្ម្ភងនានាដដល ុំពតងច ត
ើ ម្ភន

ក្សារ់ ដូ្ជ្ជ៖ ភាពយន្សចងេរខ្លីៗស្ីពី ្
ច ុំចណើរការនត
់ ង្ហាញជ្ជសាធារណៈអ្ុំពស
ិ ដ
ី វិ ិ ស
ី វនាការ ការោ រ
ី វនាការ
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ិ្ចសម្ភាសន៍ជ្ជមួយចលា

រ ុំឭ វញ្ជ
ិ ា ណ េនធ ូ
សាលច

សបើ

ឱ

ូខ្សត៍ររស់ស

ចសរចសាភ
្ិ៍ ចៅនថ្ៃទី៧ ដខ្ ញ្ជា ឆ្ន២
ុំ ០១៧។ ក្រការចនេះ
ី

ក្៏ តូវបានអ្េះអាងផងដដរចោយសារមនាីរ

រដឋអាចមរ ិ (the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum) នង
ិ សិកាេសាលាស ល

(Salzberg Global Seminar)

ិ យស លស្ីពកា
ី រអ្រ់រ ុំ ូ
ត នងអ្តារទ្តេះផាយររស់ពួ ចគ ស្ីពី “ទសសនៈវស័

និនានការ លុំ នាុំ និងការអ្នតវត្” ចៅឆ្ន២
ុំ ០១៣ ក្តង់ទុំពរ័ ៦៣។

ូ ខ្សត៍៖
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ដូច្នេះច
ជុំនតុំជក្មេះ ្រី រស់ អ្.វ.ត.

នង
់ ញ្ចូ លក្រវត្សា
ិ ការោ រ
ិ ស្តសដ្ ខ្ែរក្

យ
ើ ចយង
ើ អា្ដឹងពអ្
ី ដវី ដលបានច ត
ើ ច

មចៅ ត ង
ន មែវ ិ ស
យ។
ិ
ី ិ ាអ្រ់រ ុំថាន វ់ ទាល័

និសសតមួ
ិ យ្ុំនួន បានចចាទជ្ជសុំ ណួរជ្ជចក្្ើន ដូ្ជ្ជ៖ ថាចតើ អ្.វ.ត. ម្ភនចគ
រួ្រាល់ច

ទុំពរ័ ដដរឬអ្ត់? (តាមពិតម្ភន

៏ ួ រថាចតព
៌ នរដនាមតាមរចរៀរណាខ្លេះ? ចនេះសរញ្ជា ឲ្
់ យច
ើយ) ឬ ស
ើ ួ ចគអា្ទទួលបានព័តម្ភ

ចទេះរីជ្ជចៅចពលម្ភន្ុំណារ់អារមែណ៍សិ ាកាន់ដតចក្្ើនច

ង
ើ

ើងៗ ច៏ ោយ

ើញថា

រ
៏ តដ៉ា ន្វាម្ភនភាពផ្ទ្្់ច្ញចោយ

ខ្ ្ិតរ្ វាងអ្វីដដលអ្ន អ្នតវត្វជ្ជ
ិ ា ជីវៈគិតថា ុំពតងច ើតម្ភន និងផលរ៉ាេះពាល់ ជ្ជ ដ់ ស្ងដដលអា្ច ើតម្ភនផងដដរ។
ការផ្ទ្្់ច្ញចនេះ

បា
៏ នច ត
ើ ម្ភនច

ើងផងដដរ ត នង្ុំចណាមអ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍។ អ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍ម្ភន ់

បាន ុំណត់អ្ព
ុំ ីភាពខ្តសោនរវាងររម្ភណសនធ
ិ
ឹ សនាធរ់ននឯ សារអ្រ់រ ុំ ដដលក្តូវបានផលិតច
នលងចៅ និងររម្ភណត
ិ
ិ្តួ្ននការដ្ រ ុំដល

ន
៍
ើង ត ងទសវតសរ

ន ស័
ិ យ្ក្មុេះនានា។ អ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍ចផសងចទៀត បានផ្
ត ងវ

ល់អ្នតសាសន៍ថា ក្រព័នធផត ា ទន
័ ចៅចលើអ្ន
តី ច ដើ ណត គួរដតក្តូវបានរចងកត
ើ ច
ិ ននយ

ង
ើ ដូច្នេះច

យ
ើ ក្រជ្ជពលរដឋ

អា្ដង
៌ នបានចក្្ន
ឹ ព័តម្ភ
ើ រ្ចតរបនន នង
ើ ពគ
ី ចក្ម្ភងផ្ួ្ចផ្ម
ិ ចជៀសវាងភាពសាួនោន។ ទុំនត ្ត
ិ ្ នង
ិ ្
ិ ចស
កាន់ដតក្រចសើរច

ង
ិ យចផសងៗោន នង
ើ រវាងវស័
ិ អ្ន អ្នតវត្ រារ់រញ្ចូ លទុំង អ្.វ.ត.

ការ

អា្នង
ឹ ផ្ល់អ្តាក្រចោជន៍

ោ៉ាងចក្្ន
ុំ តងដសវងរ ក្រភពព័តម្ភ
៌ នចផសងៗអ្ុំពអ្
ើ សក្ម្ភរ់សិសស-នស
ិ សត
ិ ដដល ព
ី តត
ី កាល។
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យ
ើ ចយង
ើ អា្ដឹងពអ្
ី ដវី ដលបានច ត
ើ ច

ង
ើ

តារាង ៦៖ រញ្ា ី អ្នតសាសន៍ទង
ុំ អ្ស់ដដលបានចលើ ច ើ ងចោយនិសសត
ិ
អ្នតសាសន៍

្ុំនន
ួ អ្ន ដដលបានចលើ ច ង
ើ

រចងកើនការចក្រក្ើ បាស់ក្រព័នធផសពវផាយសងគម

៩

ោ រ
់ ញ្ចូ ល ត ង
ន មែវ ិ ីសិ ាអ្រ់រ ុំថាន វ់ ទាល័
យ
ិ

៧

ផលិតវចដអ្ូ
ខ្លីៗ ង្ហយក្សួលរ បានជ្ជងឯ សារ
ី

៧

សាលា ្គ
ី ួរដតរញ្ច រ់ឲ្យបានឆ្រ់រ

័ស ុំពតងចក្រក្ើ បាស់ចពលចវលាយូរចព ច

យ
ើ

៧

ោ រ
់ ញ្ចូ ល ត ង
ន មែវ ិ ស
់ ឋមសិ ា
ី ិ ាអ្រ់រ ុំថាន រ

៣

អ្.វ.ត. គួរដតសក្មរសក្មួលក្រជ្ជជនឲ្យ្ូលទសសនាសាលា ្ីឲ្យបានចក្្ើន

៣

ោ រ
់ ញ្ចូ ល មែវ ិ ីសិ ាអ្រ់រ ុំថាន សា
់
លវទាល័
យ
ិ

២

ផ្ល់ឲ្យក្រជ្ជជនចៅតាមរណា
្ ចខ្ត្ មន
ណ េះចទ
ិ ក្តឹមដតចៅទីក្ ុងរ៉ាតចណា

២

គួរដតរទ
ិ រញ្ច រ់សាលា ្ី ដដលបាន្ុំណាយក្បា ច់ ក្្ន
ើ ចព

២

សា លវទាល័
យគួរដតចរៀរ្ុំនស
ិ
ិ សត
ិ ចៅទសសន ្
ិ ចសិ ា

២

រ ដក្រឯ សារឲ្យបានចក្្ើនជ្ជចខ្មរភាសា

១

រចងកើតរណា
ណ ល័យមួយដដលម្ភនឯ សារពា ព
់ ន
័ ធសក្ម្ភរ់និសសត
ិ ្ូលទសសនា

១

ដ្ រ ុំដល ឯ សារអ្ុំពីសាលា ្ីឲ្យបានចក្្ើន

១

ផសពវផាយព័តម្ភ
៌ នតាមទូរទសសន៍ឲ្យបានចក្្ន
ើ

១

អ្នតញ្ជាតឲ្យម្ភនការណត ្ េះរណា
្ លអ្ន រត់ការសក្ម្ភរ់នស
ិ សត
ិ ចៅសាលា ្ី

១

ផសពវផាយព័តម្ភ
៌ នតាមរយៈសារព័តម្ភ
៌ នឲ្យបានចក្្ន
ើ

១

រចងកើតទី ដនលងជ្ជ លា
់
ម
់ យ
ួ
យចដើមបចា
រ
់ ញ្ជចុំងការផាយរន្
ិ
ី
ត នងសា លវទាល័

១

ោ រ
់ ង្ហាញ ្
ិ ចដុំចណើរការនត
ី វិ ិ ស
ី វនាការចៅតាម ដនលងសាធារណៈនានា

១

ចរៀរ្ុំសននស
ិ ី ទសក្ម្ភរ់សិសស-នស
ិ សត
ិ ្ូលរួម

១

ដុំច

១

ផ្ទាល់ពីដុំចណើរការសវនាការជុំនតុំជក្មេះ ្ី

ិ ីសុំខាន់ៗ
ើងផ្ទល សញ្ជានានាអ្ុំពីសាលា ្ីចៅចលើដងវថ្

រញ្ាូ នសុំ ណតុំចរឿង ្ីចៅឲ្យតតលាការក្ព

ែទណឌអ្ន្រជ្ជតិ

១
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៧.ខ. សៃនិដ្ឋឋៃ
អ្.វ.ត.

ក្តូវបានរចងកត
ើ ច

ចោរចៅជ្ជចក្្ន
ើ ទសវតសរ ៍ម ច

យ
ើ ។ ចទេះរជ្ជ
ី ោ៉ាងចនេះ ្ី អ្ស់រយៈចពលជ្ជង១១ឆ្ន ុំ នលងផតតចៅ ច រដុំដណល
ួសពចី ោលចៅដ៏តូ្្ចងអៀតចនេះ។ ដូ្ដដលអ្ន ផ្ល់រទសម្ភាសន៍

ង
ិ យអ្រ់រ ុំកាន់ដតចក្្ន
ើ ថា៖ “តាមគុំនត
ិ ខ្្តុំ អ្.វ.ត. បាន ុំពតងម្ភនផលរ៉ាេះពាល់ចៅចលើវស័
ើ ច

ចរើចក្រៀរច ៀរចៅនឹងតត លាការក្ព
ចដើមបចល
ី ើ

ង
ើ

ុំ តុំជក្មេះ ្ីចលើជនជ្ជរ់ចចាទននរទក្រក្ពត
ង
ើ បជ
ើ ជ្ជយន្ការតតលាការចដម
ី ន
ឹ ្អ្ុំចពើ

ររស់សាលា ្បា
ី ន ុំពតងរ ី ្ចក្មន
ើ ោ៉ាងលអ
ម្ភន បា
់ នចលើ ច

យ
ើ ចយង
ើ អា្ដឹងពអ្
ី ដវី ដលបានច ត
ើ ច

ង
ើ ៗ

ែទណឌអ្ន្រជ្ជតិដនទចទៀត”។165 ្ុំនួនដ៏ចក្្ើនននគចក្ម្ភងផ្ួ្ចផ្ើមដដលម្ភន

មពស់ការយល់ដឹងអ្ុំពីអ្តត
ី កាលចៅ ត នងក្ពេះរាជ្ជណា្ក្ មពតជ្ជ

ព
ុំ តងច ន
ើ ច

និង
ើងទុំងររម្ភណ
ិ

គតណភាព ចៅរ៉ាតនាែនឆ្នម
ុំ ចនេះ ក្សរតាមអ្តាិភាពររស់ អ្.វ.ត. ។

ការក្សាវក្ជ្ជវសក្ម្ភរ់្ងក្ ងរបាយការណ៍ចនេះ មន
ិ បានោុំក្ទ្ុំចពាេះការសនែតជ្ជទូចៅដដលថា យតវជន
មន
ល
ចលើសពីចនេះចៅចទៀត និសសតបាន
ណ
ុំ ត់
ិ ម្ភន្ុំណារ់អារមែណ៍ចៅចលើក្រវត្ិសាស្តសក្្ រចទសជ្ជតិររស់ខ្ួ ន។
ិ
ជ្ជច រដុំដណលដ៏ម្ភនសារសុំ ខាន់រុំផតតររស់សាលា ្ីចនេះ។ ជ្ជ ដ់ ស្ង

អ្តាក្រចោជន៍ននការអ្រ់រ ុំររស់ អ្.វ.ត.

ម្ភននិសសតោ
៉ា ងចក្្ើនបានចចាទជ្ជសុំ ណួរ និង្ង់សិ ារដនាមចទៀតផងដដរ។ និសសតដដលធា
ល រ់បានចៅទសសនា
ិ
ិ
ចៅសាលា ្ី បានរង្ហាញពទ
ី សសនៈចោរល់ថា ពួ ចគបានចរៀនសូ ក្តចក្្ន
ើ ចៅទចី នាេះ ជ្ជងការណ៍ដដលពួ ចគ
ម្ភនចសៀវចៅ។ ចទេះរជ្ជ
៏ នរ ច
ី ោ៉ាងចនេះ ្ី ការសិ ាចនេះ បា

ញ
ើ ផងដដរថា ម្ភនភាពផ្ទ្្់ច្ញោ៉ាងសុំ ខាន់

មួយរវាងអ្តាិភាពនន មែវ ិ ីនានាចដើមបផ
ី ្ល់អ្តាក្រចោជន៍ដល់ យតវជន និងការយល់ ដឹងររស់ យតវជនអ្ុំពីរចរៀរ
ដដលពួ ចគអា្ទទួលបានអ្តាក្រចោជន៍ទង
ុំ ចនាេះ។ ការរងកភាពង្ហយក្សួលឲ្យកាន់ដតចក្្ន
ើ ច

ង
ើ ត នងការទទួល

បានព័តម្ភ
៌ ន ការ្ូលរួមពា ព
់ ន
័ ធ នង
ិ ភាពង្ហយក្សួល ត នងការយល់ដឹងររស់យតវជន នង
ឹ កាលយជ្ជរញ្ជាក្រឈម

រនាារ់សក្ម្ភរ់សាារ័នក្សាវក្ជ្ជវ អ្ន តសូ មតស
ិ អ្ន រចងកើតចោលនចោបាយ នង
ិ ងគមសតី វល
ិ អ្.វ.ត. ។ ក្រការ
ចនេះ ក្រដ

លជ្ជអា្ជួយជុំរញ
ត ផងដដរឲ្យសាារ័ន និងអ្ងគការនានា ្ូលរួមច វើការស

ការណ៍ជ្ជមួយោនចដម
ើ បី

សចក្ម្បាននូវចោលរុំណងរួមទុំងចនេះ។
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តតផលជ្ជចក្្ើន្ុំចពាេះសត ទដ
ិ ិឋនិយម។ អ្ន សរចសរ

របាយការណ៍ចនេះ សាវគមន៍្ុំចពាេះចស្ ្ីក្រកាសនាចពលថ្ែៗ
ក្ សួ ងអ្រ់រ ុំ យតវជន នង
ិ
ី ចនេះដដលថា ថ្វកាសក្ម្ភរ់
ិ
ីឡា នង
ឹ ក្តូវបានដុំច

ើងោ៉ាងចក្្ើន។
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ចលា

ឌី ខាុំរល
ូ ី អ្ន និពនធចសៀវចៅអាន នង
ិ ជ្ជក្រធាននាយ ោឋន

ចោលនចោបាយននក្ សួ ងអ្រ់រ ុំ យតវជន និង ឡា
បានម្ភនក្រសាសន៍ពីដផនការរ្ចតរបននចដើមបដី សក្មួល មែ
ី
វ ិ ីអ្រ់រ ុំក្រវត្ិសាស្តសច្ ៅតាមសាលារឋមសិ ា នង
យ ចោយផ្ទលស់រូ រទក្មង់
្
តាមកាលរបវត្ិ ម ជ្ជ
ិ
ិ អ្នតវទាល័
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ុំ ០១៧។
ិ្ចសម្ភាសន៍ជ្ជមួយចលា ឌី ខាុំរូលី ចៅនថ្ៃទី១ ដខ្សីរ ឆ្ន២

ចលា រិន សត ចខ្ៀន (Ben Sokhean) ស្ីពី “រាជរោឋភបា
លានដតលាលសក្ម្ភរ់ឆ្ន២
ុំ ០១៨” ភនចុំ ពញរ៉ាតសិ៍្ ្តេះផាយ
ិ
ិ លចសនើសតុំថ្វកា៦ពាន់

ចៅនថ្ៃទ៣
ុំ ០១៧។ សូ មរ ចមល
ី ០ ដខ្តតលា ឆ្ន២
ើ តុំណភាារ់៖ http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/government-proposes-6bbudget-2018, ្ូលចមល
ុំ ០១៧។ គណៈរដឋមស្តន្ីបានក្រកាសពី ុំចណើនចសនើសតុំ ២៤% សក្ម្ភរ់ថ្វការរស់
ក្ សួ ង
ិ កា
ិ
ើ ចៅនថ្ៃទ២
ី ដខ្វ្េ
ិ ឆ្ន២
អ្រ់រ ុំ យតវជន និង ីឡា។
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ដូច្នេះច
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ិ
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យ
ើ ចយង
ើ អា្ដឹងពអ្
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ើ ច

ង
ើ

ុំ ឹ ងសាវគមន៍ោ៉ាងខាលង
វា ជ្ជ
៏ ដណ
ុំ ផងដដរដដលព័តម្ភ
៌ ននាចពលថ្ែីៗ

ចនេះពា ព
់ ន
័ ន
ធ ឹង មែវ ិ ីអ្រ់រ ុំ ម្ភនដូ្ជ្ជ “អ្ចណើដ កាលរន” នង
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បានទទួលមូលនិ ិររស់ពួ ចគរដនាមចទៀត។167
ខ្ូល (Cole) និង បាសា

់ ុំនងរវាងយតត្ិ ម៌អ្ន្រកាល និង ុំដណ
ូ (Barsalou) បានអ្េះអាងថា “ទុំនា ទ

ទក្មង់វស័
ិ យអ្រ់រ ុំ ជ្ជពិចសស ការអ្រ់រ ុំក្រវត្សា
ិ ស្តស្ ចៅមន
ិ ទន់ច វើការក្សាវក្ជ្ជវក្គរ់ក្ជុងចក្ជ្ជយ និងមន
ិ ទន់ចក្រើ
ក្បាស់ឲ្យម្ភនក្រសិទធភាពចៅច

ើយ។
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របាយការណ៍ចនេះ ខ្ិតខ្ុំក្រង
ឹ ដក្រង្ូលរួម្ុំដណ

ន ស័
ិ យយតត្ិ ម៌
ត ងវ

អ្ន្រកាល ចោយរចងកត
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ើយ

ពតុំម្ភនការសងស័យណាមួយនង
ន
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ត
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ើ បផសពវ
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្
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ិ ដ

ញ
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ចមធាវនាុំ
ី មតខ្ចដម
ើ រណ្ឹងរដឋរបចវណី។

ខ្ូល (Cole) និង បាសា

ូ (Barsalou) ក្តង់ទុំពរ័ ១២។
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“SO WE CAN KNOW WHAT HAPPENED”: THE EDUCATION POTENTIAL OF THE
EXTRAORDINARY CHAMBERS IN THE COURTS OF CAMBODIA
BY CAITLIN MCCAFFRIE, SOMALY KUM, DANIEL MATTES AND LINA TAY
In Cambodia, four decades have passed since the traumatic events of the Democratic Kampuchea (DK)
regime. Since the establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), both
formal and non-formal initiatives aiming to share DK history with the young generation of Cambodians
have grown substantially. The ECCC is a hybrid tribunal set up to try the senior leaders and those most
responsible for the crimes of DK. The research conducted for this report sought Cambodian views on the
connection between the ECCC and various education initiatives currently underway in Cambodia. This
report, which draws on data gathered through focus group discussions with 83 university students and
16 expert practitioners, finds that the ECCC could make a considerable contribution to the education
field in Cambodia, and that this potential has yet to be fully tapped. During conversations about the
ECCC, students identified the potential for the Tribunal to educate their generation about the past as its
biggest potential legacy; ranking this higher than judicial, psychological, or capacity-building legacies.
Responses gathered by this research also identify a low level of awareness among youth concerning
existing programs and opportunities available for students who are interested in learning more about DK
history. Students often made recommendations for programs or initiatives that in fact exist already.
Closing this awareness gap would improve the effectiveness of existing programs and could improve the
overall understanding of the DK period. By opening up the discussion on the educational potential of
the ECCC, this report hopes to motivate educators and students alike to more actively engage with
Cambodian history in creative and thought-provoking ways. Although the ECCC may be drawing to a
close, it is not too late for it to leave a positive legacy in the educational space.
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